Favada Bravada
Northern Spain: Oviedo to Pamplona to Barcelona via the Picos de Europa and Pyrenees

Left to Right: (top) Picos limestone in 1600’s Oviedo church, Cares Gorge, Bilbao Guggenheim; (middle) Perdido massif from Torla
(Spain), Perdido from Gavernie (France), Perdido from Valle de Pineta (Spain); (bottom), me & Pico de Aneto – tallest in Pyrenees
(11K), medieval sculpture in Arties, Montserrat; Gaudi walkway in Park Guell (& one of Tyra’s ANTM finale stomp sites)
Introduction
As stated during a group discussion near the end of this trip, I have earmarked the Pyrenees many times over the years but never
committed because - having spent a lot of time flying between the west coast and Europe - I felt the 9-day itineraries were too short
relative to the travel effort required. Consequently, when I saw that Mountain Travel Sobek (MTS) was going to run a 17-day traverse
of northern Spain, I immediately signed on. In many ways, it was not surprising that 3 of my teammates were also MTS John Muir Trail
veterans from August 2004 – as I was drawn to the Pyrenees because they reminded me of the Sierras in terms of their geology and
reputation for better weather than the notorious Alps. But this trip included both the Pyrenees and a range I'd never heard about: the
Picos de Europe (heretofore called Picos). Consequently, I spent a fair bit of time researching the Picos before the trip - and I realized
that they were (for me) going to be the more interesting and satisfying destination… because I not only learned they were home to a lot
of interesting native flora and fauna (including black bears that hadn't been eradicated and then re-introduced, as per most of the Alps)
but I also found a surprising number of genuine backpacking Spaniards (i.e. with fully loaded, giant packs - sleeping in tents) who had
posted reports and pictures about their trips into the Picos… clearly demonstrating this was a range that might offer REAL wilderness.
Aside from my Picos research, I had long held some vague notions about Spain: Pamplona's "running of the bulls," a tantalizing Rick
Steves episode about Barcelona and Gaudi, various travel-oriented cooking shows… but, beyond that, I didn't know ANYTHING. In
contrast with recent years, this trip was my only major vacation for the year. Although I hoped that meant I could focus my thoughts,
planning, and training, many things got in the way - including 4 months of mismanaged sinus infections and bronchitis between March
and June, late snow followed which complicated training hikes, and 5 weeks of abdominal issues RIGHT before my departure. For
several weeks, my DR and I assumed it was a small ovarian cyst. A week before I was to depart, however, a different DR decided it
was mild diverticulitis, possibly a result of transitioning out of a mostly vegan diet. Thus, I went to Europe on antibiotics and fully loaded
up with Metamucil. Of course, part of the reason I'd been transitioning back into meat and dairy was precisely this trip… because I
knew (and trip literature stated) that providing for vegetarians/vegans was challenging (and I would say this is true – in northern Spain).
Needless to say, pondering 21 days of GI-stopping meat, cheese, and bread did NOT sit well with me… nor did the idea of taking loads
of Metamucil, a product I always associate with ex-boyfriend John (who frequently used it, thanks to his propensity to back up for weeks
when doing anything out of his daily work routine – i.e. backpacking). Indeed, I thought about John every time I spooned out my 2
orange tablespoons each night. Unlike John, though, I usually achieved the desired effect within 12 hours.
August 20-23, 2009 - Travel to Oviedo, Asturias
Owing to an early flight, I spent the night before this trip at my usual hotel near PDX. Given that I'd confirmed my flights the night
before, I was surprised to find the PDX to Dallas run delayed 2 hours the next morning - thanks to bad weather in Texas. Fortunately,
though, I had arrived at the airport 3 hours before - and was able to get bumped to an earlier flight. That I had a tight international

connection and I'd used my frequent flier mileage to upgrade all my flights probably helped my bump status. Indeed, I was the only one
(of over 20 people on the waitlist) who made it. Even so, the earlier flight (to which I was bumped) left precisely when my original flight
was to have taken off. During my wait, I enjoyed chatting with an 18-YO kid who was about to visit Jordan. At first, I thought he was
some religious zealot - but, over time, I sensed he was genuinely interested in broad historical and cultural issues. That his parents
were avid hikers and had given their blessing to this trip was reassuring. At the time, he didn't know whether his trip was going to be 2
weeks or 2 months… everything depended on whether his student loans came through. Anyway - although I felt lucky to have made
the earlier flight, I did have to sacrifice my first class window seat for an economy aisle spot near the back. The 3.5-hour flight felt
LONG (longer, frankly, than the next leg over the Atlantic) because this sour woman had the middle seat next to me. She kept making
bitchy faces every time anyone in a 3-row radius talked. She especially evil-eyed me when I reciprocated a conversation started by her
neighbor (i.e. we were basically talking over her) during the last 30 minutes of the flight. Landing in Dallas at 3:30 p.m., my subsequent
layover was occupied by fast food, buying Euro's (at the ungodly exchange rate of $1E = $0.61A), and calls to check in with my people.
By 6, it was boarding time - although the plane waited at the gate an additional 20 minutes for latecomers. Although flying business
class on an international flight (something I've never done before) was nice, we were on an old plane with crappy video monitors, the
main flight attendant had an insane cough that regularly ripped through the cabin, there was the WORST screaming baby in the last
row of the business area, and there was a lot of turbulence most of the night. Consequently, I didn't sleep more than 4 hours (only 2
were uninterrupted) - despite chairs that almost allowed one to recline vertically. The food and drink, though, were decent and plentiful.
By 9 the next morning (Spain time), we were flying over land again - having flown over Newfoundland and then across the Atlantic to
the Iberian Peninsula. In retrospect, we flew in sight of some of the Picos (all very green) before dropping over Spain's California-like
interior… the land brown, dotted with at least half a dozen dams and reservoirs. The prospect of dealing with Madrid's airport was a
little unnerving because of said city's association with the terrorist bombings in 2004 – but all the facilities were modern, smaller than I
was expecting, and un-intimidating. My only complaint: leaky smoking facilities, and the levels of smoking (in general) in Spain…
second worst country for smoking (after Canada) that I've visited!!! International flights, of course, landed at one satellite and domestics
took off from another, meaning I had to navigate 40 minutes of transit time, including using an underground train… all in the space of a
2-hour connection. Once I found my gate, I was shocked to see so many people. When I reserved this trip, MTS made Oviedo,
Asturias sound like some sleepy backwater - and so I assumed I would be on some 40-seater puddle-jumper. In fact, it was a 3+3
configuration jet with room for ~200 people… and, being that this was Iberia (not American Airlines), I was pretty much in the last row.
This time, we flew closer to the very Dolomite-like Picos. Otherwise, the landscape reminded me of that along the coast of Norway:
green, hilly, interspersed with irregular farms in between uplifted strata of interesting rocks. I am fairly certain we flew directly over
Oviedo proper, before continuing north to the Atlantic/Cantabrian Sea - over which we flew for a minute before landing on the waterside
runway. Unfortunately, the camera was not unpacked and so I took no pictures of the landscape or the tiny airport as we disembarked
into the warm and humid air. Although the flight had felt big and unwieldy, the airport was small and manageable. While waiting in the
plane, I caught a glimpse of my bag being unloaded (YIPPEE) and so it was no surprise when it appeared on the carousel.

Left to Right: Oviedo’s Hotel Libretto exterior, bed, bathtub… lovely park across from hotel
In retrospect, I should have bought a ham sandwich at the airport cafeteria… but I only bought a bottle of water and then hailed a cab.
I'd been warned that the fare into Oviedo was steep - and it was: $50E… but the guy drove like a maniac and got me there in 30
minutes flat. We said nothing during the whole drive - and probably wouldn't have even if he had spoken English. One of the things
that immediately impressed me about Spain was how clean and modern all the infrastructure was - in particular, the roads and
sanitation services. I think it is safe (if not slightly bigoted) to say that several people in our group (including me) assumed much of
Spain was a dirtier country with, like, second world roads. In fact, what I saw was cleaner and more travel-friendly modern than France
and Italy. Indeed, I would say Spain was closer to Norway… albeit dotted with quaint old villages reminiscent of Italy. Given what I
learned on this trip about Spain's recent history (i.e. Franco ruled it as a dictatorship until 1975), it does make sense… all this frenzied
push to modernize, rebuild. My hotel was the well-reviewed Hotel Libretto (the "author's choice" in the Lonely Planet guidebook), the
desk attendants helpful and able to speak some English. Although the bedroom initially struck me as small, the bathroom was
AMAZING, there was free internet and a great selection of loaner DVD's, and the continental breakfast spread was fantastic. Mostly,
though, I picked the hotel because it was immediately across from Oviedo's largest park - and 2 blocks from the old town… both of
which I enjoyed the next day. Today, in contrast, was all about catching up on sleep - which I did promptly via a 4-hour nap. At 7, I
headed out to the nearest grocery store (2 blocks away) and picked up my "Easter Island purging food" (peach nectar, yogurt, fibergranola cookies). Maybe it's just because I'm not a city girl (Oviedo being a "city" of about 200K people) - but I didn't get a great feeling
walking the Saturday night streets. Mostly, this sense was exacerbated by the armed police officer standing guard just inside the
grocery store. But none of those feelings came back the next day, when I visited the park and old town - nor did I feel them at any point
thereafter. My only gripe about the hotel was its so-called "fitness center" - a tiny room (smaller than my guest bathroom) with a sauna,
shower, free weight station, and poor stationary bike; that the TV did not work sent me back to my room - after less than 5 minutes.
After a rough night of sleep (waking twice for long periods, during which time I read or wrote my journals), I was up at 9 for breakfast but then back in bed for another 3-hour nap. By 1, I decided it was time - despite still not feeling fully awake or motivated - to go out
and see the town. The first order of business was to visit the park, which - given that it was a hot, sunny Sunday - was moderately full

of people sitting in the shade, on the grass, or on park benches. Although there was some graffiti, most of the park was well-kept,
featuring shady walkways through a mix of deciduous and fir trees that reminded me of any northwest college campus arboretum.
From the other end of the park, the old town was a block away - obvious just beyond these tall, newer buildings. The Plaza Fontan was
the first area I hit; described as the most extensive open market in the city, it was shutting down when I arrived - although you could
still smell the fresh fish in the air. From there, the San Isodoro church was in the next big square. Wandering, I eventually stumbled
onto the San Salvador cathedral. Each religious structure was associated with many buildings, including active monasteries. I can't
say whether any were open; I did not venture in given that it was a Sunday and I didn’t want to stumble into any active services.
Looking at my Lonely Planet map now, I walked through many small named plazas… but I only remember "Transcorrales" well because
I thought it was so pretty that I sat there in the shade and ate a few snacks (i.e. things I stole from the breakfast buffet). Indeed, parts of
the old town actually rivaled Venice in terms of being THAT quaint and colorful – not to mention FAR quieter and less crazy.

Left to Right: Oviedo old town - Iglesia de San Isodoro, heading to Cathedral de San Salvador, colorful Plaza de Transcorrales
By 4, I was back in the park, eating raspberry sorbet along the main promenade. By 5, I was back in the hotel room enjoying what
would become my daily bath. After giving up on Spanish television (nothing in English, including CNN), I decided I needed some
English - and borrowed the "Out of Africa" DVD, which I enjoyed immensely (AGAIN). Given that dinner/room service wasn't available
until after 8:30, I waited - having placed an order for the local pate/bread combo plus the local cheese/quince/walnut plate for dessert.
About 30 minutes before delivery, I was told the former was unavailable - and my only option was a simple ham sandwich (delicious)
and potato chips (stale)… which I accepted. When the meal arrived, I was taken aback by its size - particularly the cheese plate.
Ultimately, I bagged half the sandwich for later (i.e. 3 a.m., when I awoke - FAMISHED) and did eat nearly everything else - notably
while watching the Simpsons in Spanish… and still knowing EXACTLY which episode it was within 30 seconds (i.e. Bart joins 4H).

Left to Right: favada (blood sausage on top!), Tina and Erik enjoying favada, basilica, Lourdes-like cave chapel AND crowds
August 24, 2009 - Tour Day One, Cangas de Onis
In our original pre-trip itinerary, today wasn't to begin until 1:30 because MTS had not anticipated that ALL trip members would arrive
early. Even with the change, I still enjoyed a leisurely breakfast - co-leader Erik picking me up around 11 a.m. (in his personal high
clearance 4WD vehicle… useful in the Picos) and transferring me to the hotel everyone else was staying at. Unbeknownst to a few of
us, this trip was originally to have been a “Brian-veteran-only affair” (i.e. co-leader Brian designed it and, given his high MTS status, had
planned to fill it only with clients from his previous trips - all mostly Nepal). Given that MTS catalog designers must have been out of
that loop, our group consisted of 10 Brian veterans plus 4 Brian virgins. I knew 2 others: Tina (Brian veteran) and Rob (Brian virgin),
both from the John Muir Trail 2004 "snail team." The remaining party members included 4 couples, Joan (Tina's friend/roommate), and
our 2 male travelers/roommates – a retired surgeon and a dentist. Not surprisingly, I was the youngest - with the average age being 62.
Disconcertingly, members of 2 different couples had not received their luggage (i.e. it was lost) and 1 woman had had her backpack
stolen from a Barcelona airport café. Fortunately, the lost luggage problem was happily resolved after a couple days. After brief
introductions, we loaded onto our excellent bus – which transported us almost 1000 miles over the course of the next couple of weeks.
Although the mountain roads were CRAZY, our driver (Javier) was AMAZING! In addition, we also were assisted by 30-something
Fernando (who reminded me of Spanish Danny); although Fernando's usual role on MTS' shorter trips in Spain (e.g. just the Picos)
involved actual hiking, he – on this trip - mostly dealt with behind-the-scenes things: moving the luggage in a separate vehicle that
often (but not always) paralleled the bus (e.g. there were 3 days we didn't see the bus because we were deep in the Picos, at a
mountain hut accessible only via hiking or 4WD vehicle), buying and organizing picnic lunch food and snacks for hikes, etc. Today's
drive, though, was innocuous: a couple hours east on a lazy highway, climbing to a modest pass called Covadonga - before driving
back down to the town of Cangas de Onis (gateway to the Picos in Asturias). Before proceeding, it is worth mentioning that Spain is
divided into many regions - Asturias being the one where we began. Erik was somewhat emphatic that these things were not states although some have state-like properties in terms of governance (I believe the Spanish word for them is "autonomias"). The region of
Asturias is unique because it is very Celtic and - unlike the rest of Spain - it was never conquered/occupied by the Moors (i.e. the
Muslims). Anyway - Covadonga represents THE pass/stronghold where legendary King Pelayo kept the Moors at bay. Just prior to a
key battle, Pelayo and his men were also said to have beheld the Virgin Mary - making this place a key pilgrimage site. Although some

people might disagree, I found Erik's directness about Muslim history in Spain to be refreshing. One of Erik's interesting anecdotes
regarded a trip Saddam Hussein made to Spain (presumably in the 1970's or 1980's). Hussein was taken to all major regions EXCEPT
Asturias because of the significant history and ongoing sentiment there; it was unclear whether Hussein was told he was NOT being
allowed there… or whether he simply was unaware. But I digress - because our first order of business just below Covadonga was lunch
at this little inn. And so begins my love/hate relationship with food on this trip. Virtually all the food we ate represented hearty, country
cooking (as opposed to what some people might expect based on frequently-televised new Spanish cuisine - deconstruction-oriented,
minimalist). Having been not only mostly vegan but also practicing a reduced calorie diet before this trip, I struggled constantly with
ENORMOUS and heavy portions during meals in all restaurants (many of which involved set menus that were ordered in advance).
Today (representative), started off reasonably: an excellent local fava bean stew called favada. Although cooked in lots of pork fat and
topped with chorizo and blood sausage, the beans contained plenty of fiber and would have easily represented an entire meal for me
(and most others). But that was the STARTER… after which came grilled lamb and fried potatoes, AND dessert (thankfully, fresh fruit).

Left to Right: lion en route to basilica, Pelayo statue, inside basilica, illegal candle picture en route to cave chapel
After lunch, we walked up the road to Covadonga proper. Even on a misty, drizzly Monday, the crowds seemed large - owing to this
being the final week of vacation typically enjoyed by Spaniards. The cave-chapel portion of Covadonga reminded me of images I have
seen of Lourdes - only less crazy: limestone grottos with religious structures - in this case, a tiny chapel high up on the wall. Below, a
spring-fed pool was heavily patronized - the idea being that if you drank from the pool, you would be married within a year. Amusingly,
Joan and I (both never married) laughed about that… knowing full well we would provide contrary data to this myth. Beyond, an 1800's
era basilica stood on a low natural hilltop - which we next visited. Apparently, this is the second most popular and prestigious place for
weddings - Montserrat (near Barcelona, which we visited MUCH later) representing the top position. Outside, a manly statue of Pelayo
was erected. We then entered the high cave proper - amidst a throng of Catholics and a wall of lit candles (which I photographed, not
realizing pictures weren't allowed). The cave also passed by Pelayo’s tomb (which I didn't photograph, having been shunned for the
candle incident) and then entered the aforementioned chapel/seating area. Here, several Spanish teenagers, it should be noted, were
READILY taking pictures with their cell phones. We then dropped down a long stone staircase back to the road. Erik - a well-educated
history major - talked a LOT that first day (to the point I was a little tired of lectures… sorry Erik), I grew to appreciate his presentations
over time… although I was most impressed by his opinions and his willingness to share them. THAT is an ability only mature, older
guides (e.g. Alsek Brian) have. Hiking back to the bus, my only regret was that I didn't go in the gift shop by the marriage pool… there
were some great mementos with Celtic-like Asturias flag images on them that I was never able to find again.

Left to Right: Parador Cangas de Onis (1.25 miles FROM said town), my messy room, sad chickens of Cangas, Roman-era bridge
We then drove 20 minutes back down to the town of Cangas de Onis… which I was surprised to learn is home to only 4000 people.
Based on what I saw, I assumed it was at least 15,000… but, apparently, tourists are the big draw. We stayed at the Parador, an old
monastery that was 1.5 miles from Cangas proper. Paradors are owned by the government and represent historic buildings that have
been renovated into high-end tourist accommodations (~$150E/night). While paradors were generally luxurious, some were better than
others. We were checked in by 4 and, given that dinner was not until 8, I decided I needed to walk to Cangas de Onis. Although there
was supposed to be a riverside trail, I failed to find it and instead walked a noisy sidewalk along the busy highway… a few times
questioning why I'd chosen to do this alone given that I hadn't assessed my impressions of women's safety in this part of the world.
Once there, I took some pictures of an old Roman bridge, visited the local Picos park headquarters, and strolled around the main
square - still searching for Asturias flag memorabilia. Amusingly, I did find postcards of favada - which, in retrospect, I should have
bought. I attempted to locate the riverside trail back again - but was put off by a group of goth and/or punk teenagers amassed on the
pedestrian bridge over the river. And so I made my way back down the highway. Before dinner, we met for drinks and more
introductions. And then another MONSTER meal featuring the first of MANY steaks (most others eating fish).
August 25, 2009 - Tour Day Two, Western Picos Traverse Between Soto de Sajambre & Posada de Valdeon
Unfortunately, I slept MAYBE 4 hours (and only 2 straight) as a result of jetlag-fucked-upped-ness. Perhaps, too, I did feel anxiety
about today's big hike (11 miles and 3200 feet up/down)… particularly given the questionable forecast. But the breakfast buffet was

delicious (particularly the fried eggs, fruit juices, and yogurt drinks). My big mistake today was not photographing the insane drive.
After a brief photo stop by the old Roman bridge in Cangas, we headed up a different valley toward the Picos. What I've come to
conclude about the Picos is that every major access valley represents an INSANE limestone gorge… slot-like, narrow, curving - the
roads barely 2 lanes. Today's road was the most crazy - the first 20 minutes near the curving bottom of the gorge (alongside a river
that we often couldn't see because it was so deep). Above, beautiful limestone walls and towering mountains proved to be the most
scenic thing we saw all day (thanks to clouds and fog higher up). We then entered a higher open valley and began zigzagging up this
steep hillside - climbing to the point that a few people became carsick. Shockingly, we then arrived at this bona fide village (Soto de
Sajambre, population 100 - according to Lonely Planet, which also rated our traverse as “difficult”). Half a dozen onlookers (mostly little
old men) seemed visibly shocked that our bus had made it up here - not to mention the fact that 16 American trekkers dumped out onto
the main cobbled street and stormed the café bathroom (where, of course, Erik bought us coffee, tea, or hot chocolate). We then
assembled our packs and distributed shared picnic lunch items. The first hour of the day was on a dirt road, which I do not enjoy hiking.
But we easily knocked off ~1000 feet of elevation. It was never clear whether it was raining or the water that occasionally fell on us was
just dripping from the wet leaves of the Patagonia-like forest. Eventually, we came to a gate, at which point we left the road - crossing a
meadow under promising skies that closed back in within the hour (although, in the sky’s defense, it never rained). I can't say the
landscape was exciting; the trail quality was poor: weirdly steep at times, and sloppy (i.e. rocky, muddy, occasionally littered with
animal feces). Thus, I honestly can't say I was feeling enthusiastic about the Picos. After an hour of climbing, we took a short break
and Erik attempted to fill our pieholes with these HUGE meat-filled pastries that he called "snacks" (each of which, for me, represented
an entire hiking lunch). Continuing, the grade became steeper and I felt myself slipping to near the back of the line (although Tina will
tell you I NEVER pulled up the actual rear, her spot). We reached what I would call false pass #1 within an hour - in thick fog. From
here, we hiked up a broad ridgeline through shrubby terrain - and then contoured to what I would call false pass #2, reaching it in 15-20
minutes. Finally, we contoured up this fairly rocky hillside to the real pass (Collado el Frade) - where we enjoyed a foggy picnic lunch.

Left to Right: (top) Picos sign, setting out from TINY Soto de Sajambre, leaving road, dew-dropped crocus, cardo blanco (sea holly);
(bottom) at first false pass, descending last pass, alas – our best views during hike, one of several villages in Valdeon
While there were no views, there was no wind and the temperatures were not chilly. Dropping from the pass was initially worrisome
because the first part of trail was steep and the footing was bad. Also, I became fascinated with these unusual, thistle-like blue flowers
(sea holly). Dropping into this new valley/Cares River drainage, the sky seemed more promising. After 30 minutes, we took another
break in an open field with a spring-catching trough. Here, the sky briefly opened to reveal this Dolomite-like cirque of peaks towering
behind us. Although the clouds closed back up, the skies down-valley cleared and more distant, similar peaks appeared. Soon, we
came to a bad dirt road - and shortly after that, Fernando appeared in a 4WD vehicle, offering to give anyone a lift down (down =
another 90 minutes). Perhaps because the weather was better - or because no one wanted to look wussy - we all walked down.
Although the road was annoying, I caught up on news with JMT Rob - and so the time passed quickly. Within the hour, we came to the
valley bottom - and the first of a couple picturesque villages… our final destination being a basic hotel in Posada de Valdeon. Arriving
around 5, I enjoyed a bath followed by a nap; although the room/bath was what you'd get at a cheap place in the US, the kitchen
served some of the best food on the trip: GREAT chicken (a rarity - because northern Spain apparently thinks poultry is poor food – not
for tourists) and the BEST fried eggs (for breakfast the next morning). Tonight was also the ONLY night we saw another adventure
hiking tour: a large group from the Netherlands. Indeed, MTS is - I believe - the ONLY American operation even running hiking trips in
the Picos. Given my lack of sleep the night before, I escaped dinner before dessert and FINALLY slept a solid 9 hours straight.
August 26, 2009 - Tour Day Three, Cares Gorge to Arenas de Cabrales
Today was my 42nd birthday and I received 2 memorable things (among many others): one of the BEST weather days of the trip, and
one of the BEST hikes of the trip. Indeed, Erik said that Cares Gorge was the most popular hike in Spain - and, given the crowds we
saw today, I believe it. Unfortunately, most people do not seem to have the luxury of doing it the way we did it: starting at the top and
descending all 12 miles; rather, most start at the bottom and go in/back 6-10 miles total. Although I usually don't enjoy big crowds,
they positively distracted me from many cliffhanging trails: in places - 2000 feet of exposure. But Cares was a destination I was able to
research on-line in advance - and so I knew, going in, there would be big heights. But, having survived some comparable cliffs during

last year's trip down the Colorado, I figured I would be alright. Nevertheless, I concerned Erik by suggesting I was scared of heights.
After hiking with me for 2 weeks, Erik maintains that I am not afraid of heights (i.e. on a scale of 1-10, he rated me a 3 MAYBE).

Left to Right: (top) arriving at basic mountain hotel the night before, first spectacular views of adjacent Picos en route to Cain, official
mirador/overlook; (bottom) nearing Cain on under-construction road, heavenly mountains, Cain proper, entering gorge
Surrounded by blue skies and 2 sun-gilded mountain massifs (Cornion to the west, and Los Urrieles to the east), we set out from the
hotel in several 4WD vehicles and drove 10 minutes down and through another little town - Erik's aim being to continue another 5
minutes to this official gorge overlook and then proceed on foot. But Spain's government stimulus package stood in the way - complete
with Obama-like signage: a road repair crew was improving the "trail" between where we stopped and Cain, the final village before the
gorge. Erik animatedly discussed the situation with some sign-bearing official at the roadblock but didn't win - and so we walked an
extra half-mile (on top of our 12 mile, 300-600 up/down day). Views during our one-hour walk to Cain were alright but, given rumors of
some other real road to Cain, I didn't see the value of hiking this section. Indeed, there were MANY cars and trucks in Cain, including a
KE (British adventure travel company) transport vehicle carrying mountain bikes. Later, we met a HUGE mountain-bike party coming
up (KE clients?) and, although I would say the trail was decent for mountain bikes, I would be surprised if there haven't been safety
issues (or deaths) on this crazy route. Shooting pictures of the gorgeous mountains, I was one of the last to arrive in Cain and so the
in-progress coffee stop there seemed too short. Today was pretty much the only day Erik let everyone hike on their own - the only
caveat being that he and Brian were the sweepers. Within 5 minutes, the trail dropped to a broad gravel bar and then we crossed the
Cares River on a low footbridge. Almost immediately, the real gorge began: massive vertical walls pinched the river down to a slot
canyon that was 20 feet across (at the start).

Left to Right: all upper gorge – note BIG CLIFF in second to last shot… scared the shit out of me (ERIK!)
We crossed back to the other side of the gorge on a small concrete dam (aqueducts paralleling much of the entire walk) - and the trail
entered a blasted out tunnel (remnants from a 1940’s electrical project), the floor uneven and wet. Here, we met the aforementioned
group of mountain-bikers coming UP through the darkness. Emerging from the tunnel section, I noted the distance to the river had

changed. Indeed, we ranged from 10 feet to over 2000 feet above the Cares. Within the first mile, we crossed 2 metal bridges
(Rebecos and Bolin). The second was more impressive because the walls were so sheer and close together - separating the western
and central Picos massifs by 30 feet, a geological marvel. Given the 2-6 feet wide path, I ditched everyone – because, like I said, there
were a LOT of people to distract me and waiting for my group would only scare me more. And so I pretty much raced down the gorge.
There were ~5 places where I was bothered by the cliffs: places where you could clearly see these HUGE sheer to overhanging walls
right below the trail. I did try to hug the wall - but most people coming up the trail expected to be on trail left (i.e. against the wall). At
these moments, I readily imagined speeding bikers or uncontrolled children running - among many other scenarios – falling to their
death because there were NO hand- or guard-rails of any kind. While the upper gorge was spectacular, my favorite was the middle and
lower because the walls widened to the point that you were looking at incredible Dolomite-like mountains EVERYWHERE. Thus, I did
slow down because the photography opportunities had grown SOOOO great - meaning the fastest of the "antelopes" (Brian’s term for
the super-fast contingent of our group) overtook me - as they did everyone, everyday thereafter. A couple miles from the lower trailhead
- looming in the distance - is a quintessential gorge feature: Los Collados, THE big (but short) climb before the knee-busting drop to the
road. I had seen pictures of Los Collados before this trip and it was STUNNING. Thankfully, that HUGE cliff does not feel anywhere
near the trail. But it was an agonizing climb - because it was HOT and the trail was clogged with incoming parties. Which reminds me:
there were NO bathrooms anywhere along the gorge. And yet people clearly were peeing in MANY places. At first, I thought that weird
acrid smell was animal piss (as there were a few goats)… in fact, it was HUMAN. Anywhere that offered the slightest bathroom
potential – e.g. nooks and crannies in the rocks, a couple dilapidated stone house skeletons - had piles of toilet paper and obvious
excrement (i.e. stench, visible feces or wet spots). Consequently, I slowed down my water consumption and was holding it by the end.

Left to Right: (top) typical mid-gorge scenery; (bottom) approaching Los Collados, lower gorge
Anyway - after topping out on Los Collados, the descent was insane: down uneven rock and/or raw stone paving, often covered with
pebbles or dirt. By now, 60-something Joan (dream therapist from Colorado) caught up with me and we enjoyed a great conversation –
being that we were both happily unmarried and childless. Dropping quickly, we could soon see this VAST line of parked cars, by which
we walked a LONG time before reaching Poncebos, a tiny outpost of tourist facilities. I also saw the tippy-top of Naranjo de Bulnes,
tomorrow’s destination and Spain's equivalent of Fitzroy. After waiting 30 minutes for everyone to arrive (in the shady café patio), we
went inside for my favorite restaurant-based lunch on this whole trip: appetizers, salad, and stews representing typical fare in the
area… pleasant because there wasn't this pressure to eat, like, 3 big, defined courses. My favorite item: deep-fried croquettes filled
with local ham, white sauce, and cheese. In reviewing my guidebook about Poncebos, I learned there is a funicular above where we ate
- and it tunnels through the mountain to the high village of Bulnes; but we neither used the funicular nor visited Bulnes during this trip.

Left to Right: Arenas de Cabrales, yes – bagpipers, festival garb, hotel room, traditional birthday cake-tart
We then drove 20 minutes down to the town of Arenas de Cabrales, the location of tonight’s hotel. Cabrales is also the name and
source of a famous cheese that is made from cow and sheep milk. Although there was an opportunity to visit a Cabrales cheese cave,
I decided to skip this – as did half our group, largely because there was an artisan festival going on in the main square. Although I did
make a couple passes around the 20-something festival booths, I failed to find anything worth spending money on - either because the

stuff just didn't say SPAIN or it was too large and/or breakable to pack. Of course, I did catch Tina examining what looked like a
birthday bracelet for me. Although I attempted to dissuade her from buying it, it was presented to me later that night. And so it was
back to my hotel room for a bath, a nap, reading, and journaling. At 7:30, Erik insisted we meet early so we could experience Spain's
equivalent of hard cider at a sidrerias (a bar with such drinks). Unfortunately, I forgot my camera - and thus could not shoot several
men in our group blindly pouring hard cider from a bottle held at arm's length above their head into a cup held at arm's length below. In
the background, locals in costume were playing bagpipes. Sadly, too, I missed the chance to photograph this small merry-go-round (i.e.
6 seats) being peddled by this guy, also in costume. Eventually, we headed to a restaurant across from the main square. Although the
bar area was smoky, the dining area was tolerable once we opened some windows. Thankfully, tonight's dinner was family style (i.e.
we could take our own sized portions). Needless to say, I was also given a traditional birthday cake: a tart covered with fruit. I don't
know if candles are traditional - but, disturbingly, I could not blow all of them out in one shot… so I guess I won't get my wish.

Left to Right: trailhead, off-trail, meeting up with real trail – looking down valley to Bulnes, Erik –before calling me to head of line
August 27, 2009 - Tour Day Four, Naranjo de Bulnes and Aliva
Today's hike, like yesterday's, was SPECTACULAR. As I said in the last entry, Naranjo de Bulnes struck me as Spain's Fitzroy - not
only because it is one of Spain's most popular climbs but also because it physically reminds me of the Fitz: a semi-solitary spire of
flesh-colored rock. Of course, the original trip itinerary suggested today was going to be more tame (5-6 hours of hiking 1000 feet
up/down - to some overlook); however, Erik and Brian decided we should go ALL the way up to the base of Naranjo (7-8 hours of
hiking 3500 feet up/down). Mind you, there was also the "antelope" extension led by Erik: a 10 hour, 4500 feet up/down scramble that
included a via ferrata - allowing crazy people to hike overland to tonight’s hotel at Aliva (where the sane members of our group, me
included, drove). Anyway, today's trailhead was only accessible by a serious dirt road (i.e. my Subaru could have barely done it).
Consequently, we all loaded into 4WD vehicles and headed out. Passing the high village of Sotres (the highest town in the Picos), we
headed off the main road and onto a zigzagging side-road that terminated in STUNNING meadows - awash with color (bestowed by
local heather). Of course, there were also cows and a WHOLE lotta cars. Although it seemed as though most folks were heading up an
obvious trail, Erik seemed intent on taking us up a steeper, less official route that avoided the crowds… at least for awhile.

Left to Right: (top) back on trail, BIG dramatic cirque (reminded me of Sahale Arm), lunch, climbing; (bottom) SPECTACULAR
mountains, Sierra-like climb reminiscent of Mather Pass, sunburst on Naranjo, near top – note Atlantic Ocean and clouds in distance
Under blue skies and below mountains in nearly all directions, we headed up this lawn-like walkway amidst heather and ferns (the latter
seemed oddly out in the open - although that tells you how overcast the weather usually is here). After 20 minutes, we intersected the
REAL trail and, for some reason, Erik insisted I hike right behind him. Now I am going to embarrass Tina because I was concerned that
he hauled me up there because our jeep driver erroneously thought I was praising Erik's ass during the drive to the trailhead… when, in
fact, it was Tina. Not that I didn't think Erik didn't have a great ass, but Tina should have been the one RIGHT there behind it. In fact,
Erik was likely trying to determine how afraid of heights I was - because this trail did have some edges… none of which bothered me
because none were STRAIGHT down. After climbing for another 20 minutes, we rounded this pass-like corner of rock - revealing a
briefly edgy trail half-circling this impressive green cirque, reminiscent of the upper section of Sahale Arm in the North Cascades

(hmmm - now that I think about it, this hike might be a perfect mix of Sahale Arm and Patagonia/Fitzroy). Here, too, was our first actual
view of Naranjo - and it was stunning… although not as insanely awesome as Sara and my first view of the Fitz. Lining up along the
trail, we briefly enjoyed a snack - not to mention massive views down to the HUGE valley where (based on my interpretation of the
maps) the aforementioned town of Bulnes is. And then it was on and up some more - rounding and gently climbing the cirque and then
starting up a more serious climb via this zigzagging trail through more rocks. After another 30 minutes, we stopped on some Sierra-like
rocks for lunch. Following lunch, the ascent that awaited us - well-graded but endless switchbacks through nothing but rock - looked
and felt exactly like the climb up Mather Pass (along the JMT). Needless to say, I drifted back near the end of the line. Had I not hiked
the JMT/Sierras, I would have been frustrated with my pace - but nowadays I accept that I am slow. Eventually, we topped off on this
large bench-like plateau, Vega Uriellu, under Naranjo - a large refugio (the main climbing hut) prominently central. Although there were
many people (including many climbers), I've been to more insanely crowded places. Unfortunately, I had developed a bad toe blister despite what I thought was careful taping. And so I had to remove the boots and do some follow-up work. After today, I basically
started applying 3 layers of tape to ALL my toes to avoid problems. This was how all my days of hiking in boots used to be; after more
than a decade of sandal hiking, I’ve had to give it up and learn the ways of tape again. While I was busy with my feet, Tina was audibly
overcome when this overloaded mule arrived and decided to cool down all HIS gigantic parts; indeed, I think the many 20-something
male climbers in hearing range were embarrassed. It was hard to imagine that lunch could rouse us up more… but, strangely, it was
EXCELLENT: soft (i.e. overcooked) spaghetti with the plainest marinara sauce imaginable and some decent hard grated cheese. My
only regret: that I didn’t partake in the dessert (canned peaches, which – based on my history in Patagonia – I should have relished!).

Left to Right: (top) climbers’ basecamp and picnic area, refugio, Tina’s entertainment pre-show, DELICIOUS spaghetti lunch
(bottom) where the antelopes went (sort of), Naranjo from slightly above the refugio, hmmm – those clouds are closer
After lunch, Erik insisted we climb a little past the refugio for a different view of Naranjo. I can't say it seemed that different - plus the
light was funky and Naranjo was too big to capture with my camera. Erik pointed out all kinds of climbers on the rock - which he knew
well because he's climbed Naranjo 279 times. Because this obvious bank of clouds had visibly been swallowing up first our view of the
Atlantic, then a foreground range of peaks… and was now drifting into the immediate valley of Bulnes, we decided it was prudent to
head down. Well - most of us. Like I said earlier, Erik was leading a team of 5 (the antelopes) farther up and over the entire range,
dropping through a series of complex cirques to our high mountain hotel (Aliva) for the night. Despite the fact that I never thought this
trail was that steep during the ascent, the first hour of the descent was tricky: lots of small loose rock on hard ground. By the time we
arrived back at our lunch spot, we could tell we would soon be swallowed up by the fog - and we were. Shortly thereafter, Fernando
(hiking in) met up with us - and then walked us back to the trailhead, readily identifying the plants and flowers (which I enjoy).

Left to Right: descending, cirque from the other side – clouds approaching, LAST clear view of Naranjo cirque, Aliva room
Although most of our paces were fast once we met up with Fernando, we had to wait a long time at this shepherd's hut for a couple
laggers, both suffering from foot injuries. Arriving at the trailhead around 5, we first headed back to the Sotres junction and then mostly
south via a rough rocky road - one that I think my Subaru could have BARELY done. And unfortunately, you KNEW the whole time how
spectacular the views would have been - even though all we saw was pea soup fog EVERYWHERE. During the final 10 minutes of the

drive, we ascended this incredible ridgeline - the slopes giving way to seeming nothingness on both sides (although we did see
evidence of sheep and/or goats). I - and several others - were expecting to drop to a small town… and were shocked when we came to
this lone structure on a small mountaintop space of land. Indeed, Aliva consists of just the lodge (27 rooms) and restaurant/bar.
Staying at Aliva, though, was a major highpoint of this trip. It was not the most luxurious place, nor did it have the best food. But it was
serenely peaceful and located in one of the prettiest spots - even if we didn't see anything tonight or tomorrow. Thankfully, Erik booked
us at Aliva 2 nights in a row, figuring the fog would lift at least one of the days we were there. Within the hour, the antelopes arrived.
Thankfully - being higher - they were above the clouds longer than us, dropping into the fog only during their final descent to the lodge;
they also got to see Naranjo clearly from several different angles, and they safely made the via ferrata under good conditions.
Meanwhile, I enjoyed an excellent bath and a decent nap before dinner. That night, co-leader Brian and I shared a platter-sized steak.

Left to Right: scramble in fog (Tom’s photo – I am on the crazy ledge), chamois (Sam’s photo), La Padiorna summit – lunch, Erik &
melon, impressive view of Padiorna from bus near Espinama, next day
August 28, 2009 – Tour Day Five, Bagging La Padiorna, Or So We Were Told
As stated in my journal, "today will go either down as a disappointing decision… or maybe just a 'better-than-it-could-have-gone' day.”
A month out, I still cannot answer the question. After a so-so night of sleep (the room too warm, clammy air permeating everything), I
tried to enjoy breakfast - the best features being delicious peach and berry juices (which I REALLY needed to move out that festering
steak!) and painfully good fry bread. At the time, I did not understand the magnitude of today’s big hike - the fact that it was an off-trail
scramble… something just the antelopes would do. Not being in the greatest mood, I waffled most of the morning about what to do:
the choices: going up La Padiorna or hiking an hour on a road to the top of some cable-lift from Fuente De, riding down to said town.
Both options began by hiking the same road for 40 minutes – and gaining 1000 feet. As I've said before: I hate hiking roads… and I
also hate hiking in the rain. At the time, it was chilly, windy, and drizzly. When it came time for the peak-baggers to leave the road, I
decided I should not wuss out for no good reason… after all, I had been hiking strong and I felt healthy. Shockingly, 3 members of our
group bailed - Joan (ominously) because a cold she'd been fighting had gotten worse. Ultimately, I had already caught her cold and
was in the pre-prodromal stages; thus, today’s choice set me up for what became a NASTY cold. After packing away my camera
(because I was concerned about the mist), I regret not having it out to take more pictures. Even in the fog, the surroundings were
beautiful: AMAZING rock formations, colorful bursts of flowers, and goat-like chamois. Nonetheless, today’s climb demonstrated why it
is wise to have an experienced guide in these mountains - and justifies the MANY serious warnings about the Picos. After dropping
~200 feet, we crossed a flat and trail-less region of mixed rock and meadow. While things never got too steep (except at a couple
places near the end), we were climbing all day (i.e. 2500 up/down over 10 miles round trip). But the route was often rough, requiring
scrambling, friction-climbing, and/or care given to foot placement on loose shit. Making my way up was intellectually stimulating - less
boring than sitting around the lodge all day. At just less than an hour from the top, we were all spotted on a funky wall that had to be
traversed and then down-climbed carefully… and immediately thereafter we scrambled a bona fide class 2 section for 100 feet
(distance… not vertical). Shortly after that, we reached this flat saddle - and then huffed up the final sandy-rocky pyramid. Although we
waited on the summit over an hour - several promising moments of near sun, thinning mist, outright warmth - we never saw a damn
thing. And, frankly, that was probably good for me because when we did see the summit from below, it was a sheer Whitney-esque
face. Amusingly, Erik carried a bottle of wine and a big melon all the way to the top. After an hour of weather-teasing, we reluctantly
headed down. Down not only felt longer but also meant descending into what had been chiller and mistier weather all day. When we
reached the road, Erik turned us loose so we could make our own way back to the lodge. I jogged the whole way back, making it down
in 20 minutes. Cold and agitated, I enjoyed another bath and nap before dinner - having gotten back to the hotel by 4 p.m. The only
other thing I recall about the evening was this appetizer: DELICIOUS pan-fried blood sausage topped with baked apple slices.

Left to Right: pretty horse by Aliva, views from Aliva, main lodge buildings, last view of Aliva, road-road-road hiking
August 29, 2009 - Tour Day Six, Potes, Santillana del Mar, Altamira (Spain's Lascaux-Equivalent)
As I had predicted at least twice during yesterday's scramble, TODAY would be clear… and it was - SHOCKINGLY gorgeous in all
directions. Although we couldn't see Padiorna from the lodge (we would later), we were immediately adjacent to this incredibly beautiful
set of mountains (Sierra de la Cuadra, I believe). After another fine breakfast, we savored the sunny skies for some time - walking

around the lodge to take full advantage of the views and photographic opportunities. And then it was time to leave Aliva and hike a
couple hours down this jeep road to Espinama, where Javier and the bus (whom/which we hadn't seen in 3 days) were waiting. Given
the views, I wished we could have walked back up the road to the cable-lift from Fuente De - and then ridden that down. Something
tells me the views there would have been kick-ass AND included seeing more of the Padiorna. Although we did enjoy a few brief
glimpses of Padiorna during the hike down, most the road was not scenic. During the drive down the valley from Espinama, the
Padiorna was SHOCKINGLY visible - towering above the entire valley. And it would be likewise visible from our lunch stop in Potes.
Shortly before Potes proper, though, we stopped at Santo Torbido de Leibana, a medieval Franciscan monastery on a prominent
hilltop. In addition to representing one of Spain's oldest Catholic churches (and a key hideaway for Christian refugees hiding from the
Moors during the 8th century), Leibana is home to (supposedly) the largest surviving piece of Jesus' crucifixion cross (a.k.a. Lignum
Crucis). Unfortunately, we arrived during some kind of service and were never able to enter the room where said relic was housed.
Also, I wandered off to the gift shop (as we were waiting to hear what the deal was with the service) and missed a short walk up the
final section of the no-doubt scenic hill. Fortunately, Sari (fiancé of Sam, both New Yorkers) had elected to hang back by the main
entrance. And so we began some inevitable trip gossiping - which I might talk about before this report is finished. I also made one of
only a couple purchases on this entire trip: a collection of postcards of the illuminated manuscript images produced at this monastery.

Left to Right: Santo Torbido de Leibana – exterior, doors, interior images; Potes – old town buildings and streets
Within 20 minutes, everyone else was back from the walk. Although the service was over, the innermost chapel with the relic was still
closed. Thus, we had to be content to look at a distant gold box (presumably with the relic inside) through a jail-like gate. Shortly
thereafter, we were back on the bus and heading to Potes. The highpoint of Potes was lunch, which featured this region's (now
Cantabria) favada-equivalent: a stew made of garbanzo beans, tasty cabbage and 5 kinds of braised meats. Given family style platters
of each, you could take exactly how much you wanted. Although some people proclaimed the flan the best they'd ever had, I have had
better flan. We then headed out for a brief walk through the oldest parts of the town - our efforts marred by the fact that one of our
members wandered off and got lost. While Erik attempted to distract us with drinks, we were all SO stuffed that all we wanted to do
was walk freely and/or proceed to the next hotel to take a nap. Our destination for the night was Santillana del Mar, an hour away;
dropping to it from the mountains required a windy road through a dramatic limestone gorge. Despite the name, Santillana del Mar
wasn't, like, ON the coast. Only an hour east of Oviedo, it was on the flat plain near the coast, surrounded by farm-like grasslands
interspersed with limestone outcrops. Although Potes is a quaint medieval town, Santillana seemed more quaint and less crazy. The
bus dropped us off 3 blocks from our hotel, which was located in the cobbled pedestrian-only zone. Our parador was the most top-end
place in town: Casa del Marques, the gothic mansion of the local marquis. Although I loved the overall look of the place, the beds were
old (e.g. sagging mattresses, clean sheets overlayed with musty velveteen covers) and there was a notable lack of natural light.

Left to Right: parador, medieval Santillana del Mar, Altamira-inspired bison by main square, near original opening of Altamira cave
We were given 90 minutes to get ready for our 6 p.m. trip to Altamira (5 minutes away by bus) - which comprised the only opportunity
(given my bedtime schedule) to explore the small town center. Armed with my camera, I walked the entire center in about 30 minutes my turnaround being this Romanesque church (Colegiata de Santa Juliana). Here, a wedding (given away by flower petals on the
stairs) had just concluded. En route, I passed this strange tourist museum that seemed totally out of place: Museo El Solar, which took
tacky pride in its display of Inquisition-related instruments of torture. At 6, we regrouped in front of the hotel and walked back to the bus
- and then drove to Altamira. Initially, I didn't understand the program and was not impressed. Specifically, we entered this low modern
building, Erik handed us tickets, and we were given 45 minutes to walk around the main room displays - which featured local natural
history, anthropological and archeological overviews, information about the discovery of Altamira, and some presentations about other
prehistoric cave art sites around the world. I accomplished this walk in 15 minutes and then found myself in the museum gift shop.
There, I realized we were about to head down (just our group and a museum guide) into the replica cave (the original, nearby, remains
closed - as is the case with France's Lascaux)… and then I became more impressed. Our museum guide did speak some English
(which Erik said was a rarity). Before heading into the replica cave, we were first shown a short but dramatic film about Altamira's
history that required no language skills. While there were a couple hokey sections, the movie satisfactorily conveyed the timeline of
events: the early human occupation of the caves (including the artwork) estimated to be 15,000-20,000 years old, the long period of

time when the cave opening was closed off by rock-fall, and the modern (1879) discovery of the cave. We then entered the replica
cave, descending through 5 different stations where our museum guide talked about various aspects of the archaeological recovery
work. At the bottom, where the ceiling paintings are, you don't feel like you are in a museum. Although the real cave art is only about 4
feet off the ground (i.e. the original artist probably did the painting lying on his/her back), the replica ceiling is about 8 feet high (to allow
for upright viewing)… but the replica paintings are still extremely impressive. Some unique things: there used to be Yellowstone-esque
bison in this area, and the artist incorporated the natural cave rock topography into his/her figures (e.g. the bodies of many animals
were painted on bulges of rock, giving a 3-D impression). Of course, only the main room of the original cave has been recreated to
scale; there are more panels of tunnel wall art in the original… plus dozens of other caves in the area (most closed to the public). After
re-emerging from the cave, we walked around the grounds and passed the now-gated original opening for Altamira. After being in the
dramatic Picos the last 5 days (i.e. with all those giant limestone walls, nooks and crannies), it seemed almost weird that Altamira was
located in a nondescript hole in the ground out here on the grassy coastal plain. Heading back to the hotel, we regrouped for dinner which featured another MONSTER three-course beast, including yet another steak for me. Oh Metamucil, save me now!

Left to Right: all various shots of Guggenheim and flower puppy out front
August 30, 2009 - Tour Day Seven, Sight-Seeing in Bilbao, Sick in San Sebastian
Today, I awoke with a terrific sore throat (actually, this started in the middle of the night and only grew worse) and LOTS of head
congestion. And so began MY run with the group cold, as it were. Unlike others (5 total by the end of the trip), my rendition lasted
longer and was more symptomatic. After another filling breakfast, we headed into Basque country - specifically to Bilbao, 2 hours away
on excellent coastal highways. “Basque” does not represent a named region of Spain; rather, it refers to an ethnic group within
northeastern Spain and adjacent areas of France. Most interesting: genetically and linguistically, Basques are closer to Scandinavians
than to other groups in Spain. Of course, the word "Basque" is sometimes synonymous with the Basque Separatist group ETA
(Euskadi Ta Askatasuna… which looks very Scandinavian) - Spain's domestic terrorist organization (who was initially and erroneously
blamed for the Madrid train bombings). Although ETA is purported to have declared a cease-fire in 2006 (after killing ~800 people over
the last 40 years), members of ETA did carry out a violent event this year on one of the Spanish islands in the Mediterranean. I don't
pretend to understand all the dynamics at work - but many Basques want self-rule and there has been Basque oppression by the
government (e.g. banning the speaking and teaching of the Basque language during some of Spain's history). In any event, Bilbao was
one of the bigger cities (population = 400,000) we visited on this trip. Upon arriving, we were dropped off downtown at a little café.
Here, I enjoyed some spoon-standing hot chocolate and then we walked through one of the large city parks (Parque Dona Casilda de
Iturrizar). A few blocks beyond: the immense Guggenheim appeared over a funky “under construction” industrial area. Given that
going to museums is not something I do much when traveling, I was skeptical about today. My understanding of the privately-funded
Guggenheim museum group is that there are 4 of them worldwide: Bilbao, New York, Venice, and Berlin. Bilbao's Guggenheim opened
in 1997, part of a citywide revitalization project to move beyond their decaying industrial/fishing/shipping history. Using this history for
inspiration, the building was designed by Gehry, who also did Seattle's infamous Experience Music Project and the symphony/operahouse in LA. As with the aforementioned structures, the Bilbao Guggenheim is a big asymmetrical collection of shiny curved metal
shapes… although it does bear some resemblance to a modern ship. In any case, the museum was impressive. Outside, there were
several large sculptures, including the big flower puppy (which I learned, later, had been an ETA target). Once inside, photographs
were not allowed (although I saw LOTS of people snapping things with their cell phones… and YouTube is LOADED with outright
videos - howsoever poor - of all the major installations we saw). Although our museum guide was somewhat valuable, I would have
preferred to just be turned loose and explore. In my opinion, she talked too much - and we barely had 45 minutes left to see ALL the
things she never got to. At the time, the current exhibition (which is traveling around the world's Guggenheim's) was a modern Chinese
artist (Cai Guo-Qiang). I actually enjoyed the work and found it diverse and provocative. As you enter the museum, his exploding
American cars are the first things you see dangling from the 3-story ceiling. Although folks in our group seemed to most enjoy his
wolves sculpture (realistic-looking fabricated wolves running toward an invisible glass wall, only to be thrown back to repeat the circle
over and over again), I found his room-sized excavated wooden boat sinking in broken Chinese porcelain to be my favorite piece. I
suspect most people - if they know Cai - know him as a pyrotechnics artist: and the designer of the fireworks displays at the Beijing
Olympics. Of course, I neither recall him being described on American television during the Olympics - nor do I believe our coverage
captured or explained the meaning behind the design (e.g. the ring-shaped fireworks were footprints that walked across the sky in a
giant circle around Beijing). In addition to Cai's works, we also visited the museum's two most famous permanent collections: Serra's
gigantic iron sculptures (The Matter of Time) and the "modern painting" area. Serra's work, for me, was the best: maze-like sculptures
that were, easily, 10 feet high - you walked between the iron plates and it FELT like you were in a slot canyon in Utah… the color, the
look and feet of the walls. Easily, THE most sensual piece of art I've experienced. Not surprisingly, the "modern painting" collection the only thing I was expecting before coming here (save the Gehry architecture) - was just so-so. Yeah, there were all the big names…
but, relative to the ENORMOUS works of Serra and Cai, they were just tiny colored pictures hung neatly on some walls.
With 45 minutes "on our own," I visited the gift-shop where, alas, nothing inspired me. Given that the most famous views of the
Guggenheim are from across the river, I headed outside because I needed air, sun, and to photograph the architecture some more.
Having said that, getting across the river and then finding to the best views was not a short undertaking - particularly given that it was

now completely sunny and BLAZING hot. Indeed, I barely made it back to the group meeting site outside the museum entrance in time.
From here, we walked a moderate distance to a traditional Basque restaurant that was busily-decorated. Although the meal was good,
it was HUGE: pea soup, venison with poached pears, at least 4 mini-desserts per plate per person. From Bilbao, we continued on by
bus to truly-coastal San Sebastian. I, for one, had never heard of San Sebastian before. Both Lonely Planet and Eric's portrayal of
San Sebastian is that it represents Spain's version of Nice or something: a fashionable vacation town of the rich, famous, and/or royal,
boasting some of the country's priciest real estate. Located on the photogenic and perfectly crescent-shaped Bahia de la Concha, the
surprisingly large city (population ~200,000) felt a little too much like some weird British-Spanish hybrid of Waikiki. In my later
readings, I also came to understand some of the darker history in San Sebastian, being that it has been a frequent target of ETA.

Left to Right: views of Guggenheim requiring a longer walk, San Sebastian – hotel, room, beach from balcony… my simple dinner
Unfortunately, I didn't get to enjoy San Sebastian much because by the time we got there, I felt like shit: my head was completely
stuffed, I felt dizzy, and I was running a fever of 100°F. Our hotel was this fancy, British-feeling place overlooking the bay - and all its
insanity (i.e. thousands of people on the sand and in the water, packed like sardines). Throwing open the door-windows of my tiny deck
(overlooking the beach from the fourth floor up), I enjoyed the view, the pleasant sea breeze, and then collapsed for a 2-hour nap. Not
feeling better, I dragged myself down to the lobby for our 7:45 pre-dinner meeting time - tonight's plan being late-sounding because it
featured walking to the old town (20 minutes away), tapas and drinks (which I correctly surmised would take a long time), followed by
another HUGE Basque meal at a different restaurant. While waiting, group dynamics fell apart a bit… in the sense that some folks
failed to show up after 15 minutes, and other folks wandered off to tend to other things (e.g. internet). Watching poor Erik and Brian
grow frustrated with the "cat-herding," I politely excused myself and said I was going to skip dinner because I wasn't feeling well… and
standing there watching the cat-herding was only making it worse (i.e. I could feel the fever rising, the dizziness coming over me).
Although I'm sure Erik was a little disappointed I missed the big food show, he insisted I order something via room service when I
became hungry. And so I returned to my lovely room, threw back open the door-windows, admired the delicious sunset in progress and called in a LOVELY, simple meal: salad and yogurt. Despite the nap, I then promptly slept another 11 hours straight!

Left to Right: San Sebastian beach, Sierra de Aralar from mirador, distinctive horses en route, Basque tombstone
August 31, 2009 - Tour Day Eight, A Walk in the Sierra de Aralar, Sight-Seeing in Pamplona
At breakfast the next morning (which featured some of the FINEST puff pastry products - being that we were very close to France!),
most people told me I made the right decision to skip the "night on the town" given my cold… the tapas bars were smoky, dinner ran
late, folks weren't back until 11… and the cat-herding issues continued. Although I don't think people avoided sitting with me (given my
now-multi-day plague status), only our retired physician had the courage to join me - a fairly active choice given that I had knowingly
picked a table with only 2 chairs that was not close to others in the group. We discussed my condition given the "short hike" planned
for later this morning; he said that if it was him he would do it because the weather looked sunny, I was feeling better, and I had rested
a LOT. Nevertheless, I fretted a fair bit over the next hour. We left at 9:30, after being joined by Leo, our assistant guide who
specialized in the Pyrenees. Leo was Basque and looked - in my opinion - like a grungy mountain-man version of Baryshnikov. I don't
know if Leo is representative of a "Basque" look… but I found it interesting, given the aforementioned data, that he looked so
Scandinavian-Russian to me. For better, Leo was quiet and understated (i.e. if he'd had a big personality, I would have found him far
more mesmerizing). Anyway - we loaded onto the bus and headed inland and slightly southeast toward Pamplona. About an hour into
the drive, we stopped at a pullout along the highway. From this mirador, we looked south onto the Sierra de Aralar, a low mountain
range of limestone… the foothills of the Pyrenees. Although there was some interesting rock to be seen, it was clear that today wasn't
going to knock anyone's socks off - even though this area did hold some protected park status. While the immediate weather in the
vicinity was and remained decent, the more distant views (i.e. where the Pyrenees were) was NOT friendly in the least. We then drove
a little farther and left the highway again, this time heading up into the Sierra de Aralar proper. Unfortunately, I was completely out of it
- to the point that I cannot even name the village we passed (and nothing wrung a bell when I checked my maps). After passing the
mystery village, we headed up into Patagonia-like beech forest - the road basically a one-lane mountain affair. Climbing, we passed
several places Leo identified as childhood favorites, including a small ski area (i.e. an open patch on a shallow hillside… no lifts or
anything fancy). Eventually, we came to the trailhead - which, by the time we returned from the hike, was doubling as a picnic area for

a couple large family groups. Today's hike was frustrating for a lot of people – and it would have been frustrating regardless of whether
Tina and I asked if it would be OK for us to do a shorter option. At the time, it seemed like a reasonable request - what with so many
guides on hand. Ultimately, I don't know why the guides insisted on keeping everyone together, ultimately doing something between
the planned long hike and the shorter walk. However, I suspect it had to do with the fact that today's hike was not something MTS does
as part of its usual itinerary - and thus only Leo had a good command of the route. As I stated in my review of this trip to MTS, if they
are looking to shorten up future iterations of this trip - then this hike probably should go. We basically hiked a gravel road over half of
the 4 hours we were out. Views were limited during the first hour, owing to being in the woods. Eventually, we broke out onto high
brown plateaus of dry, short grass. I can't say the views were anything to write home about, resembling parched California-like vistas I
had been dreading would represent most of this trip (but hadn't in the Picos)… making me nervous about what the inland slopes of the
Pyrenees would look like. We spent a good hour walking a loop across this high plateau where sheep and horses (many tiny with afrolike manes) grazed. We did cross paths with - or were passed by – several shepherds and hikers. At the highpoint, Leo indicated way
down along the ridge to a low rocky pyramid: the long-hike destination. Looking at it, I did not feel guilty depriving anyone in our group
the opportunity to go up there. I overheard a couple others in our group mumble that today's hike was nothing more than tedious
exercise. Eventually, we left the road and hiked down a green drainage (which had been chewed down to the level of a neat, short
carpet), dropping to a little valley - where we enjoyed a long break/snack. All I recall about this spot was begging for and accepting
chocolate handouts. From here, it was another hour back - all via a sketchy route through the forest. En route, we passed a few ruins
(more or less), including a Basque gravestone with a Celtic-like cross. Once back at the trailhead, we enjoyed a pleasant picnic - with
everyone retreating to the shade just back from the road in/under the trees. The delicacy that I rediscovered today: dates… loved
them so much that I asked to keep the extras for snacking on later. After an hour, we were back on the bus and heading to Pamplona.

Left to Right: Pamplona – hotel, start of the running of the bulls and protective saint, square on bulls route, bullring entrance
Given the whole "running of the bulls" mystique, I did have some expectations about Pamplona - which were generally met. Our
Pamplona hotel, though, was not my favorite; indeed, Pamplona is not as cute or quaint a city as I had been envisioning. While there
are some old sections, a lot of it seemed weirdly modern and a little too industrial. Our hotel fit into both categories. We arrived there
around 4, leaving 2 hours of downtime (i.e. nap and bath) before an optional 2-hour walk around the old town (including the whole the
bull-running route). At 6, we amassed in the lobby and headed across a busy street to this square by the central part of town. We
proceeded several blocks down narrow streets to the beginning of the bull-run at the Plaza de Santo Domingo. The streets seemed
fairly quiet - certainly NOT like the insanity in San Sebastian. Most of the buildings were old - but everything was grittier than the
previous medieval towns we'd visited. Erik also popped my preconception that the running of the bulls was something unique to
Pamplona; it sounded, pretty much, like this was a commonplace event in many Spanish towns… that Hemingway's association with
Pamplona, combined with his propensity to write about it while there, is what gave THIS place THAT reputation. I was also surprised at
how short the actual run was - 1 mile (if that). The streets where it occurred, though, were impressive: lots of fascinating cobbles
combined with grooves for installing barricades to protect the onlookers. Many shops lining the route featured fascinating photographs
from the event; my only regret was that we didn't have any time to buy any number of bull-running souvenirs (I wanted either a red bull
figurine or a red handkerchief, which most onlookers wore during the event and waved). In no time, we were in sight of and then at the
bullring terminus of the route. Of course, said structure was closed - and the best we could do was admire the red doors where the
bulls entered the arena, and climb the sturdy fence where onlookers watched the crazy procession. Along the tree-lined boulevard by
the bullring, a hefty statue of Hemingway stood. Hemingway's head, however, seemed mismatched to the rest of the body - to the point
I wondered if the original hadn't been removed and/or stolen.

Left to Right: along Roman wall, Plaza Castillo and Café Iruna, café interior, plaza post rain
We continued a couple blocks down and left, ultimately hitting the thick Roman wall that surrounds an inner part of the city. We walked
on top of the wall for a couple block-equivalents, old buildings to our left, newer sections of sprawl below us and heading off into distant
lowlands. Heading a few blocks back into the inner city, we then found ourselves in the main plaza (Castillo) - specifically by the Café
Iruna (built in 1888), a famous Hemingway hangout. Given that it was clearly about to dump immense rain, we ducked inside and Erik
insisted we indulge pinchos (plates of appetizers – cheesy bread, pickled vegetables, meats and fishes) - even though a massive

dinner was waiting for us back at the hotel. I mostly enjoyed delicious hot chocolate and the BEST churros EVER. Sadly, churros are
not popular in southern Spain; attempts to find them later in Barcelona yielded almost outright mocking. After 30 minutes of stuffing
our faces, we made our way back to the hotel during a rain-free interlude… and, within another 30 minutes, we were eating again (in
my case, a giant salad followed by veal). Escaping back to my room without desert, I made the decision to commit to the emergency
Zithromax my DR prescribed; despite a promising start to the day, my sinuses hadn't been cleared in days, my ears were backing up,
and I had developed a regular headache… all nerve-wracking given that we were about to head into the Pyrenees for real!

Left to Right: (top) Ordessa shuttle bus/stop in Torla, shuttle drop-off, not-completely-sucky views setting out, Sierra-like rivers;
(bottom) Grand Canyon-esque colors, Patagonia-like forests, Yosemite-like valley meadow… everything, everwhere
September 1, 2009 - Tour Day Nine, Torla, Ordessa National Park
Today's drive was one of the longest on this trip: 4 hours to Torla, at the base of Ordessa National Park - one of the largest such areas
in the Pyrenees. Today also represented our leaving Basque country - entering the region of Aragon (e.g. where one of Henry VIII's
wives was from). Unfortunately, the weather was NOT promising: dark cloud-cover most of the way, no distant views, occasional
outright rain. Leaving Pamplona, it never felt like we left civilization until the last 30 minutes before Torla; the landscape felt like
southern Idaho much of the way - in terms of scenery, colors, and community frequency. After just over an hour, we stopped at a café
for hot chocolate and some kind of Spanish Twinkie-equivalent. Nearing Torla, the landscape turned lushly green and I remember
heading up this narrow winding road - thinking how much like Norway the views seemed. Said road dead-ended in Ordessa. As with
some American national parks, Ordessa access requires visitors to use their shuttle buses. And so we queued up at the shuttle pick-up
spot outside some kind of national park visitor center. Because the shuttle bus was close to leaving, no one went into said center…
although we were also distracted because, much to our surprise, Monte Perdido - centerpiece and highpoint of Ordessa - was largely
visible. For future reference, Torla accesses Monte Perdido's Cirque de Saosa - the west-facing cirque; in the coming days, we would
visit both other major Monte Perdido cirques (north at Gavernie, France and east at Valle de Pineta, Spain). Anyway - the shuttle ride
lasted 20 minutes, following a narrow and winding road up and then down into Ordessa's Yosemite-like main valley… or that is the
common comparison (i.e. that Ordessa is Spain's Yosemite). I'm not sure I agree with that; I think it's impressive but different in terms
of scenery… I also think Yosemite is totally trashed compared with Ordessa. The shuttle drop-off point was in front of the lone structure
in the vicinity: a café/gift shop with a covered outdoor eating area. The latter was useful because it was POURING rain when we
arrived. Erik pulled his usual strings (i.e. purchased drinks) so we could picnic under the tarps. Some people seemed antsy about this
decision - wondering if we shouldn't be hiking as soon as possible in case the dwindling views were only going to vanish more. But
Erik's decision was right on: the rain let up once we finished… and, even to Erik's surprise, the day grew only clearer. While the good
weather was a treat, I was - overall - a little disappointed with this hike… although that's because I'd seen a lot of pictures of the highest
meadows up the valley – and, given the time, no groups (fast, long, slow, or short) went up far. Being sickly, I stayed with Erik and the
shorter hike folks - although both groups hiked together the first hour, which entailed walking another gravel-road trail along this
cascading river in thick woods. In the end, the longer hike folks hiked only about 30 minutes higher than us (to some larger waterfall) before turning around and following our common trail all the way back down to Torla. Given both the rain and the fact that the first part
of the trail lacked any kind of big views, I lowered my expectations for the remainder of the day; thus, I was SHOCKED when we began
crossing open fields with HUGE views up at Monte Perdido. Ultimately, today's hike - even though it was not what I'd been hoping for was one of the most pleasant in the Pyrenees. I only wish we could have spent another full day actually hiking into the upper cirque
above the main valley. Of course, even the short hike back to Torla was LONG (almost 3 hours), following a circuitous route that did
not parallel the shuttle road; rather, we were way across the valley, ultimately dropping lower than Torla and then climbing back up to
the town proper. Although the shorter hike folks (5 including Erik) stuck together for the upper half of the descent, just the wild sola
women (i.e. Tina, Joan, and I) hiked together on the lower half… I don't really recall why - except that we kept losing one of our guys, to
the point that Erik told us to proceed on our own. And so we yacked and yacked all the way down. For much of the way, we hiked a
nice trail in pretty woods. As we rounded this large curving massif, the way became rocky for some time - before ultimately dropping to
a dirt-road-like trail that passed several small farms (amusingly, one used old mattress springs as gates). Unfortunately, we then
started passing a lot of side-trails and Joan grew nervous about whether we were going the right way. But Tina and I insisted we press
on - and within 30 minutes, we were CLIMBING a steep cobbled path right to the hotel (arriving just before 5). Although our hotel was
not the fanciest, roomiest, or most luxurious on this trip, it was my second favorite (next to Aliva); there was something homey about it

and the view was insane. My bedroom felt like a country farmhouse (memories of Asbjorn's farmhouse in Norway come to mind), while
the bathroom was sheik - with all these nice herbal soaps. At the time, though, I just wanted to take advantage of the free internet and
then re-photograph Monte Perdido from back by the shuttle pick-up. The former proved less intense than expected (my only
noteworthy email regarded H1N1 going through our football team); the latter proved WAY more intense: specifically, I made the error
of climbing UP into the oldest part of Torla, getting lost in a maze of narrow walkways, and then climbing DOWN to the shuttle area. In
retrospect, I could have walked this level trail that skirted low along the base of the town (parallel to the main road).

Left to Right: best view of Perdido, LONG, winding rocky trail back to Torla, GREAT hotel room, Perdido near dusk
By the end, I was drenched in sweat and tired - to the point that the skies may have looked prettier, but I wasn't nearly as excited. After
a shower and bath, I enjoyed a short nap - and then patronized some nearby gift shops where I located Bryan's book about Pyrenees
flowers (alas, I never found one specific for the Picos). Now hungry, it seemed like dinner took longer than usual to happen. There, the
sola women wound up dining with Leo (surprise, surprise), who (I learned) was dealing with GI issues that necessitated a unique diet.
Unlike Leo (who'd pre-ordered his vegetables and grains), I had - you guessed it - another steak… although it was reasonably-sized
and delicious. As we dined, an AMAZING thunderstorm began - noisily continuing in the form of biblical rain through much of the night.
That, in addition to paper-thin walls and a surprising amount of street noise (mostly shuttle buses roaring up and down the main drag
until close to midnight), did not make for a pleasant night of sleep… nor did it bode well for tomorrow's MONSTER hike into France.

Left to Right: (top) trailhead Roman bridge, ascending views up to pass (final shot)… yup – definitely looks like any number of Mont
Blanc days; (bottom) me and view into France, Erik and Tina, lunch “kill”
September 2, 2009 - Tour Day Ten, Into France… Gavernie and the North Cirque of Monte Perdido
Today’s BIG hike (12 miles, 3300 up/3500 down) was one of two "total commitment" hikes on this trip (i.e. once you started, there was
no turning back… barring an accident). Although you could ride the bus to France, this was not something Erik wanted folks doing
because we would be repeating this drive on our way back into Spain. This morning’s weather was difficult to assess: things were
calm and there were a few spots of clearing, but there were many pockets of clouds throughout the main valley (Perdido less clear than
any time yesterday). After another breakfast featuring more delicious puff pastry, I packed for the worst: cold, wet, Mont Blanc-like shit
all day (Allison will empathize). We then boarded mini-vans and drove 5 minutes up the main road before turning left and climbing this
dramatic side-valley alongside an whitewater river (all just outside the national park). After 15 minutes, we arrived at this combo-inncafé-camping-RV facility. Although Erik was antsy to get moving, the bathroom line for the women was the limiting reagent - not to
mention the amusing signs indicating which room was for which gender (i.e. hand-painted tiles showed poses each gender assumes in
the woods). Within 15 minutes, Erik had the cats herded - although it was ultimately Leo who set the pace all day… and Leo gets the
award for the best guide pace of all time. Indeed, for the first hour, I inserted myself directly behind Leo… the antelopes behind me,
and seeming like they wanted Leo to speed up. But the trail was relentlessly steep that first hour, zigzagging up a hillside covered in
low brush and thin forest. Eventually, things opened up and we were in grassy meadows that reminded me of sections around Mont
Blanc… which, alas, is NOT a compliment. Although I was satisfied with my progress, the views were so-so, marred by power-line
towers marching up the hill within a half a mile of our route. Even if the skies had been clear, I would have found these structures ugly.

Although there were some far-reaching views over the valley behind us, I didn't take many pictures because I was determined to push
hard while I had the energy. After reaching the first open meadows and taking our first short break, the skies socked in. But we
pressed on towards this obvious gap in the distance, reached via side-hilling a long talus slope. Bu the gap simply led to another high
mini-valley - this one grassier, albeit with big rocks and ponds. I'd love to say the power lines vanished - but I don’t know because were
IN the fog… not to mention a cold, variable wind. Definitely a LOT of flashbacks to the Tour du Mont Blanc!!! Sitting down behind a big
wind-barrier rock, I ate a snack, debating whether it was time to put on my rain jacket. With little sense of what lay ahead, I tried to
push on… but ultimately decided the jacket was a good idea. And so began my frustrating stepping-out-of-line-to-adjust-things game.
Climbing, we did have a couple glimpses of our route: zigzagging switchbacks up this grassy hill towards a rocky notch in the distance.
At the time, I figured that said notch was going to be yet another false pass… and so I plodded along near the end of the line. But
within 30 minutes, we were at the pass and it was no joke… nor were the slightly promising views over France!

Left to Right: (top) heading down, looking back up from low, heading down more; (bottom) bovine friends, looking back up towards
pass, grand balcony view of Gavernie valley, nearing Gavernie
On the France side of the pass, we rounded a corner and met up with a rough road. To avoid the wind, most of the group had amassed
against this adjacent rock wall. There, like many others, I changed out my sweaty shirt. Within 15 minutes, Tina and Erik arrived
triumphantly… ALL of us having beat Erik's 3-hour pass prediction by 15 minutes. Given that most people were hungry, we started
heading down this rudimentary trail - although a couple group members (who had erroneously started hiking down the road) had to be
retrieved. The first hundred vertical feet of this descent were UGLY and I was not pleased… not to mention being sugar-low freaky.
Moving at my own pace, I enjoyed a more leisurely descent - particularly because I finally started (and had reason) to take pictures.
Indeed, the clouds were rising with each passing moment, revealing the kind of high meadow cirque I'd hoped to see at Ordessa
yesterday. Within 30 minutes, I arrived at the group picnic site, most items already prepared on this giant rock. Definitely one of the
most pleasant lunches of the trip, even though I accurately said that everyone looked like lions on a kill once the meal was fully laid out.
After a good hour of foraging (confident the weather was only getting better), we continued down. Although a few sections looked like
they might scare me, none ever did. Descending more rocky meadow benches, we made our way through this occasionally muddy
area with some goats, side-hilling on loose rock for awhile - before dropping to these DDG meadows… and then THE view: the one in
all the catalogs about this trip: Monte Perdido, all the swirling geology, icy benches, insane waterfall (the Grande Cascade de Gavernie,
the tallest in France/Europe)… all descending to Gavernie proper. We all sat there an hour just giddy with the views, including - for a
few fleeting seconds - the entirety of the Perdido massif (white puffy clouds rising and falling dynamically). Beside and below us, a
couple bovine herds neatly mowed the lawns, Rob accurately calling this moment "running with the cows."

Left to Right: Avre-like river in town, gorgeous hotel exterior, view from my room shot out my window, hotel room
From here, Gavernie proper was 45 minutes down… I found the LONG floral zigzags highly civil for France - not to mention brilliantly
pleasant: awash in outright sun and warmth. Of course, I did get slightly lost once - not in the where-am-I sense but rather in the toomany-social-trails sense. Nearing the bottom, we started hitting a LOT of people and I was smelling the barn - NOT interested in

dallying for any reason. Thankfully, Leo’s only brief detour was at the town's church and cemetery, to visit some famous climbers'
graves - notably adorned with ice axes that reminded me of my dad's. From here, we were a couple blocks from our hotel - thankfully
set somewhat off to the side relative to Gavernie's small but tourist-overloaded downtown. From the outside, this hotel was the prettiest
on the trip - a sort of castle-chateau facade set in a stand of fir trees. It also had, in my opinion, the best room views - looking head-on
into the Perdido cirque. Inside, the hotel was a little dormy once you went past the lobby and dining area: the rooms were very basic,
the bathrooms were small and weirdly designed, the hallways were dark… but the beds were comfortable (especially if you found the
extra pillows). After discovering (not surprisingly) that I'd started my period, I enjoyed a bath, did a TON of laundry (all of which we
were expected to do by hand in the sink), read, did some journaling, took a short nap, and then went down to socialize (i.e. drink tea) on
the main deck where most others were enjoying the view of the cirque. Within an hour, we were enjoying one of the nicest hotel meals
on the trip: a perfectly portioned roast duck leg/thigh with rice and vegetables - and some kind of little tart for dessert.

Left to Right: morning hike - garden along road, river and Roman bridge, upper cirque, hotel with mountaineering room, clearing
September 3, 2009 - Tour Day Eleven, Back Into Spain… Valle de Pineta and the East Cirque of Monte Perdido
As noted in my journal, this morning I woke up feeling shitty - the weather outside cold and damp. Today was the only day we endured
a relatively early wake-up - and, in retrospect, I should have skipped this morning's hike and rested. Of course, I was among the
majority of short hikers - and our wake-up was not as obscene as that of the antelopes who were doing a 14 mile/5000 up/down hikescramble-climb between Gavernie and Valle de Pineta (including the Horquette de Alans and Puerto de la Lera passes). We, on the
other hand, were just doing a 2.5 hour walk into the highest cirque below the waterfall. Dragging, I hated this walk from the moment I
stepped outside: EVERYTHING was obscured by fog - and remained so until we were almost back. Although it wasn't raining, the
conditions were cold, meaning everything grew damp. The night before, it had been made clear that we couldn't get back into our
rooms after the hike to shower, which meant I - sweating profusely and feeling gross from the many charms of that FIRST big period
day - remained clammy and disgusting all day. Indeed, upon returning from the morning walk - I ate 3 giant chocolate-filled croissants
in less than 10 minutes. Total pig, I know. But I digress: the only redeeming feature of the morning walk was the fact that no one else
was crazy enough to be out there with us - NOT the case on our way down, when everything was clearing. It took us an hour to hike
UP to the cirque - not the "flat walk" some of us had interpreted. Most of it took place on a road that seemed to be primarily used by
this team of local black horses who carried paying riders up to near the end of the trail; although we'd seen said horses grazing near
the hotel, we only smelled them that morning while navigating copious piles of shit, all located at regular intervals along the road. After
passing the final hotel (in the upper cirque), the road became an actual trail and we climbed through a rocky meadow - all the while
hoping the fog would lift. Tina and I, exhausted and unenthusiastic, held back to gossip on this big rock while Leo hiked 10 minutes
higher. On the way down, we all stopped to visit a small side-room of the cirque hotel, admiring climbing artifacts. Using this 3-D relief
model of Monte Perdido, Leo also showed us the route Erik and the antelopes were taking; although it was extreme, I was surprised
how close we were to the Valle de Pineta… especially given how LONG and distant our drive there was going to be (over 100 miles).

Left to Right: Tourmalet – Tour statue (NICE ASS!), official and unofficial signs, paraphernalia in café
After changing as many articles of clothing as possible, I boarded the bus and readied myself for the LONG ride. As compared with the
walk, though, the ride was appreciated - even if fog obliterated ALL of the French Pyrenees. Gavernie, it should be noted, lies about 40
miles from Lourdes, France - and it was easy to imagine that place as we set out down the narrow highway, framed by towering
mountainsides and an impressive gorge. After 30 minutes, we turned right off the main highway (straight went to Lourdes) and started
climbing again, passing a small town within 10 minutes. This section represents a KEY stage of the Tour du France - as it begins the
ascent of the Col de Tourmalet. Although we had descent views of the town, we quickly entered a MASSIVE cloudbank that effectively
wrapped the upper Pyrenees in complete whiteness. Yes, it probably would have been fairly awesome - although not, in my opinion, as
awesome as the drive to Aliva that we missed in the Picos. I say that because the ENTIRE area around Tourmalet was a GIGANTIC
ski resort. But there were tons of cyclists on the road - and it appeared that cycling organizations and/or tour groups based trips around
the Tourmalet… and so seeing this did make the viewless drive more exciting. There was also lots of road graffiti from the Tour du
France. Driving just over the pass, we parked immediately on the other side. Marking the pass was this gigantic, hilarious statue of a
male cyclist. All I can say: most of the women in our group found his ass exquisite - the face was strangely humorous. We then all

crammed in this busy café for hot chocolate, coffee, or tea. Inside, an impressive monument to cycling was admired: great pictures
(old and new, many autographed) and ancient bicycles hung from the walls and ceiling. Outside, cycling group after cycling group
finished their climb with a photograph by the statue. I briefly visited a gift shop across the road but found nothing inspiring about the
Tour… they were selling potted edelweiss, which I love (but knew those would never make it back to the states!). And then it was back
on the bus for more thrilling mountain driving. Still in France, we descended 20 minutes before climbing again - this time up to the Col
d'Aspin. For a minute or so, the clouds thinned, revealing some steep, fairly naked mountainsides. Eventually, we dropped to Arreau,
a moderately large town - and then began climbing a LONG winding route to the Tunnel de Bielsa, which was just below the final high
pass into Spain. Given how much Erik had built up the whole tunnel thing, I think most of us were surprised that (a) it was SO high
(most of us assumed it was low, to avoid all that crazy climbing), and (b) that it was SO short (less than 5 minutes). Given that we were
now on the sunnier Spanish side - the views were INSANELY good… AND there was no ugly ski development. Dropping 20 minutes,
we arrived at our lunch stop café - which was either in or very close to Bielsa. Given that it was 2 p.m., we were all hungry. Even so, I
would describe the lunch as schizophrenic: the soup and salad were excellent but the fried chicken was spotty and the fries were limp
and lifeless… the BEST item, though, was the insanely fresh yogurt dessert. When I first saw it, I - speaking as a microbiologist - was
VERY nervous (because it looked like it had been spooned out of some ungodly container of decades-old starter). Against my
superficial judgment, though, I ate it… and it was DELICIOUS… evoking recollections of the amazing yogurt I enjoyed in Katmandu.

Left to Right: Tunnel de Bielsa into Spain, views from hotel room at Valle de Pineta, antelopes on trail-less final descent (Tom’s photo)
Following our long lunch, we were still 30 minutes from the Valle de Pineta, a dead-end road terminating at the eastern cirque of Monte
Perdido (still Ordessa National Park). The views up the valley and from the final cirque were stunning… and our lodge (another
parador, home for TWO nights) was TOP-notch, my favorite parador on the whole trip, even though I was constantly lost trying to find
my way around. During lunch, there had been much speculation about whether Erik and the antelopes would beat us… and, of course,
they DID - setting an apparent record in Erik's long history of crazy clients who do this traverse. I, on the other hand, was zonked - to
the point that I cleaned up and went straight to bed, skipping out on the short afternoon hike (Los Llanos de La Larri, some mid-level
plains above the lodge). Ironically, Erik wound up leading that too - despite his earlier record-setting traverse. My impression was that
Fernando was to have led it but there was some issue with the bus (i.e. because Javier, Fernando, and Leo were staying back down in
Bielsa). Oh well - I was asleep… completely oblivious for 2 hours. Dinner that night was, in my case, steak - but it was the best on the
whole trip. Unfortunately, I returned to my room feeling congested and exhausted still - and had no trouble sleeping some more.

Left to Right: (top) long-hikers leaving bridge, yellow monkshood, heading towards cirque wall – rock benches; (bottom) view down
valley, at base of falls, purple monkshood
September 4, 2009 - Tour Day Twelve, Dayhiking in the Valle de Pineta
Unlike many of my comrades, I came away from today satisfied… but that's because I - having woken up still feeling like shit - knew I'd
be lucky to finish the SHORT hike option. Regardless - the weather come morning seemed impossible to screw up… and that did
weigh on me because the notion of skipping ENORMOUS views on the longer hike did not sit well at the time. The choices for the day
followed the same path for the first 2 hours, climbing up the mid-line of the cirque for 2000 feet. Short hikers would picnic at this

elevation, on a mid-level bench… while long-hikers would climb ANOTHER 2400 feet to the Balcon de Pineta at the top of the cirque and then continue along the high plateau, passing some legendary lake beneath the summits of Monte Perdido and Pico Marbore.
Indeed, the temptation to be THAT high up and see THAT kind of landscape was BEYOND AGGRAVATING. But I knew better. After
a delicious breakfast, everyone set out together. We dropped through the parking area, crossed a big river, passed a car-camping
area, and started up the wide, dirt-road-like trail through a thin, mostly beech forest. I was already lagging – tired and in need of a pee
… which was challenging because, like I said, the forest was thin. Making a long and ascending curve up to the cirque tree-line, we
found ourselves back crossing the aforementioned river again – now at a higher spot where it crashed through a narrow gorge of rocks.
Here, everyone amassed on this wide bridge with pretty views so that decisions could be make about who was going long and who was
going short. Fernando, bless his soul, had been given the dubious job of leading the long hike – with Leo accompanying… largely
because a majority (i.e. more than the usual antelopes) decided they needed to prove themselves after yesterday’s apparent shaming
(i.e. them beating us). Meanwhile, Erik would lead me and the other short walkers. From here, the route became a real trail – with
rocks, furrows, some cow shit, and sometimes-overgrowing meadow plants. Although it was never too insane, it definitely zigzagged a
LOT. Tina and I likely frustrated Erik because we were pokey – me because my camera kept not wanting to take close-ups of flowers
(e.g. monkshood) and Tina because she kept wanting to wait behind me. Oh well. As we climbed, the weather began to visibly break
down – an impressive bank of clouds completely overtaking the skies above… and enshrouding the high mountains down the valley.
But we remained undeterred – climbing open meadows as the winds became icy and ferocious. Climbing straight towards this wall of
rock, I found the route sketchy and dicey for the next quarter mile – challenging to follow, and a little dangerous (i.e. climbing stair-like
slabs via narrow ledges that, if one fell, provided 20+ foot drops onto talus below). At a few points, we could see the long hikers ahead
– now 500 feet higher than us. As we finally conquered the rock benches, however, Erik pulled the plug on our hike. Donning all our
raingear, we began heading down – Erik radioing Fernando with information about the weather while carefully spotting all of us on the
rock benches… even more treacherous going down. Looking up, we realized the others were now FULLY enveloped in descending
clouds and mist. Needless to say, they were pulling the plug as well. But even during the 20 minutes it took us to get back down to the
meadows, the weather seemed to shift again… gentle-looking white puffy clouds replacing what had seemed like an onslaught of
foulness. Instead of heading straight down, though, Erik took us off the main trail towards the base of the lowermost waterfall – one of
several making their way down an impressive set of step-like cliffs. We side-hilled on a faint track of boot-prints 10 minutes, arriving at
this big outcrop of rocks, which – like the previous bench section – offered a decent drop-off. Consequently, Erik spotted anyone who
wished to continue all the way down to the falls overlook below. During the 30 minutes we spent snacking, some of the longer hikers
also arrived – now upset that the weather had nearly cleared. In the end, I was never entirely sure what all happened up there –
because my sense was that the party may have split… with the “true” antelopes hoping to sprint up; indeed, Fernando and the fastest
folks were still up there – even though they ultimately pulled the plug before it was clear that things were improving. In any case, we all
headed down to the valley floor for a picnic lunch that was set up at some tables outside this cafeteria near the camping area. The
antelopes and Fernando arrived within 30 minutes, having given up 45 minutes from balcony. Needless to say, all we could do was
watch the skies COMPLETELY clear… some of us more content about this fact than others. I was back in my room by 3, enjoying
another great nap followed by some cleaning and CNN. That night before dinner, we all met in the “smoke-free” room near the bar so
Erik, a history major and lifelong history enthusiast, could talk to us about the creation of Spain and its monarchy (i.e. the years
spanning 1490’s to 1930’s); a few days later, he would give a similar lecture on modern Spanish history with regards to the Civil War,
Franco, and post-Franco. As stated earlier, I sometimes get a little turned off by lecturing during my vacation - and, don’t get me wrong,
this was an optional event - but I was compelled enough by Erik’s strong opinions and my complete ignorance of Spanish history to not
only attend but also to enjoy the presentation. Indeed, I was so impressed that I bought and finished Erik’s recommended book about
Spanish history, Ghosts of Spain (a nearly 400-page beast), after this trip. But in terms of that evening, the most compelling things I
recall from Erik’s presentation regarded Spain’s creation being based on the catholic monarchy of Fernando and Isabella, and their
subsequent attempts to drive out all or persecute non-Catholics (i.e. Muslims and Jews – the latter Sephardic) who wanted to remain in
the new country. Given that our group included several individuals of Sephardic Jewish ancestry, I was impressed with Erik’s
directness and comfortableness addressing what could have been a nightmare for a less mature leader. Of course, we were all
interested in learning things in a non-whitewashed manner, and fundamentally tolerant. Thankfully, dinner tonight was a beautiful
grilled chicken breast that Erik had to specially request… because, like I said, the Spaniards don’t consider poultry a guest-worthy dish.

Left to Right: gorgeous views descending, lunch back on the valley floor, hotel room, dam view of Valle de Pineta (just happy to pee)
September 5, 2009 – Tour Day Thirteen, Maladeta Massif Near Benasque
Although my overall memories of today are fond, there was some weirdness: too much downtime early on, long meals… all followed by
a surprisingly long LATE afternoon hike that could have been less hectic if earlier things were pared down. But anyway: we enjoyed a
leisurely start – leaving at 9:30 a.m. Not surprisingly, it was completely clear and sunny – mandating a couple photo stops down-valley.
At the time, I DESPERATELY had to pee (too much breakfast juice, what can I say). Our first stop (right along the road, which had a
fair drop-off) did not strike me as safe for pants-dropping. Our second stop looked more promising: we stopped by this little dam,
leaving the bus and walking along the concrete wall by the water. Although there wasn’t much privacy on the other side, I raced ahead
and did my business – in partial view behind a thin shrub. MUCH better. Although most people were impressed by the calm reflection
of Pineta, I couldn’t overlook the incredible eutrophication and weird-smelling water. But I was just happy to be free of pee, having

contributed to said eutrophication. We continued for 2.5 hours to Benasque, the closest town to our next big area: the Maladeta Massif
– featuring the HIGHEST point in the Pyrenees, Pico de Aneto. For the first part of the drive, I was STUNNED at how Wyoming-like the
landscape was: the little towns, industry, rivers, forest, distant peaks - ALL shockingly reminiscent of the area between Jackson Hole
and Pinedale. And then, all of a sudden, we entered this INSANE gorge that reminded me of some wild side-canyon IN the Grand
Canyon. I tried to pull the camera out but the light and movement made shooting impossible. After 20 minutes, we emerged from
whatever wild piece of topography we’d traversed – arriving in a mountain-encircled higher valley, green forests marching up towards
rocky peaks in nearly all directions. Benasque was less than 10 minutes up.

Left to Right: Benasque - Catholic processional and accompanying event sign, electric candle offerings in little church, main street
At Benasque, we were lucky to arrive JUST before this big Catholic procession – squeezing into the full bus parking lot before all these
church groups hoisted Virgin Mary statues high on handled palettes and started marching. Even though we’d been exposed to all sorts
of Catholicism on this trip, watching this processional was more of an assault to my senses… but I don’t know why, particularly given
that I have no issues with comparable Buddhist displays. Maybe that means I’m a Buddhist. For better or worse, we didn’t watch more
than 5 minutes of the processional; perhaps Erik (who struck me as a deeply Catholic man) wasn’t into our obvious tourist approach to
this event – gawking, camera clicking, commentary. In any event, we followed Erik to a very empty café on this modern street where
we enjoyed pastries and hot chocolate. And then we were given 90 minutes to explore. My most notable discovery was the coinoperated, electric candle device in the main town church (i.e. you put money in and a fake candle lights up for some defined period of
time, in place of paying to light a real candle). Ellen has since informed me that these are everywhere in Europe. Although there were
a couple blocks of old town charm – including a nice main square and the coin-op candle church – most of Benasque struck me as
comparable to a skiing town in Utah. Making matters less interesting, the processional had now amassed in some warehouse-like
structure across the main highway for a religious event. Eventually, we all regrouped back by the buses. Not surprisingly, I think MTS
needs to change their itinerary for this day: maybe eat lunch here and then head straight to Aneto and the hike.

Left to Right: hotel exterior, bedroom, bath, first floor carvings (very Norwegian!) by previous owner
And so we headed 25 minutes UP the road to our hotel, Hotel Llanos del Hospital de Benasque – where the pavement ended in the
upper Esera Valley. Said area provides the most easy access for climbing Aneto – which isn’t visible from the drive or hotel. Having
said that, the area around the hotel was gorgeous… albeit in a completely different way than the Picos. But to this day, I haven’t put my
finger on what this area reminded me of… maybe the Wind Rivers but dressed in fall shades of gold. We were advised to briefly clean
up for lunch but to make sure we were ready to boogie thereafter: an 8 mile hike was in the works, even though it was well after 1. Of
course, no one communicated the boogie issue to the kitchen; thus, we were served 3 painfully slow courses: HUGE pasta salad,
“lamb balls” (as stated in my journal), and fruit soup… excellent fiber! Good LORD. We hit the trail at 3:15, fat out of our minds.
Although Erik described the hike as “flat,” Tina will back me up by saying that it was NOT flat. Rather, it was a rolling valley – up 100200 feet, down 100-200 feet, flat… repeat 5 times before the end. Looking at the original trip itinerary now, this hike was described as
having a gain/loss of 800 feet. Given my expectations and the time of day, I felt like I couldn’t enjoy anything – despite my initial
impressions of the area. Indeed, I’m sure I was bitchy that afternoon - but mostly I kept waiting for views of Aneto, thinking: it’s the
highest peak in the Pyrenees and it’s a perfectly clear day, why can’t we see it? At some point, we began dropping gently through
these grassy meadows into this surreal alpine valley. Within 10 minutes, we passed this canyon-like crater – into which poured this
impressive waterfall (“Trou de Toro”)… that just VANISHED; tomorrow, we would visit where it came out – on the other side of the
range. Rounding the cliffy edge of this spectacle, we arrived at the edge of a very Montana-esque meadow (a narrow stream winding
through the grass… where are the fly fishermen?) and FINALLY Aneto came into view. Although it was pretty and glaciated, I liked
Monte Perdido more (and the Picos the BEST)… they had more character, more interesting shapes. After waiting for everyone to catch
up (it was around 5 p.m.), Erik provided some serious words about this afternoon’s harder option: a climb up to the Aneto basecamp
hut (described as another mile up from this point). As you can imagine, I did not partake. But a surprising number (i.e. again - more
than the usual antelopes) went – to the point that both Fernando and Leo accompanied them. My sense from listening to their stories
after the fact was that it was more like 1.5 more “straight up” - followed by another mile down. The next day, we would actually see the
basecamp from high across the valley and it looked to be at least 1000 feet up (and WAY steeper than the route we’d just done).

Anyway - given the up-and-down nature of the hike in, our hike back was not exactly a piece of cake – but I arrived in my hotel room at
7:05, which was sufficient for an excellent bath. Amusingly, my journal says I was hungry again once dinner (at 8:45) rolled around…
but that shouldn’t be a surprise given that we did burn lots of calories during our quick, 4-hour “short” hike.

Left to Right: (top) heading out, looking back on first valley level, views towards tomorrow’s hike, unsinkable Tina; (bottom) looking
back from mid-level, first teaser view at highest level, vanishing river/waterfall, last stop… Aneto is glacier-covered peak in back
September 6, 2009 – Tour Day Fourteen, Hiking From Aragon into Catalunia via the Pass of La Picada
Today’s monster was the second of our "total commitment" hikes. While shorter than that to Gavernie, it involved a more challenging
route (I hesitate to call some of what we hiked an actual trail!). Although our original trip itinerary suggested it was 500 up and 3000
down, my journal says 2600 up and 3800 down – based on what came out of Erik’s mouth. In any event, we left the LOVELY hotel
under beautiful conditions at 9:15. While waiting, we conversed with a group of older British guys who had been coming to the
Pyrenees this time every summer for several years – slowly hiking one of the thru-trails that crosses this entire range; they could
(apparently) do this with just daypacks. After distributing food, we retraced our steps up the valley we’d hiked last night for the first 20
minutes. I did enjoy this walk MUCH more the second time around because I was feeling almost 100% again (the first time in a few
days). At about the middle level, we began climbing a good side-trail that made a series of LONG, gentle switchbacks up the grassy
golden hillside. Peaks we’d admired yesterday were even MORE stunning with every step – including, after about 30 minutes, Aneto.
As usual, I was in the front for the first hour… but then I fell back to my place in the back… largely, today, because the photo
opportunities were TOO great to pass up – the best being this beautiful tarn that provided reflections of Aneto.

Left to Right: (top) setting out, climbing, tarn, Aneto; (bottom) Erik thinking, push to pass, looking back at hut, just over pass
After 2 hours, we arrived at a high meadow bench that was 500-600 feet from the pass – which, along with Aneto, was visible from our
vantage (as were SEVERAL parties ahead of us… none of whom we ever saw again). Here, there was a ramshackle hut by which
some backpackers were camping. We spent 20 minutes here, in my case eating pears and chocolate… and adjusting my blister tape.
Although I’d been wearing my toe tape 3-4 days at a time by this point, things came off last night… and I apparently forgot how to tape

things well. Fortunately, whatever I fixed during our break held until the end of the day (a miracle, given our HUGE elevation loss!).
Running almost last in line, I was HUFFING up to the pass… even though the trail didn’t strike me as that steep, which suggests
perhaps we were at a higher elevation than usual (or that I’d been in awhile). Alas, I have no accurate maps to answer this question.
Having arrived at the pass after nearly everyone else, I didn’t have a lot of time to linger. And, for better or worse, I can’t say I was
inspired to want to. Although most normal people would call the view breathtaking, I only found it so-so: an unending vista of distant
mountains, none of which stood out against the hazy sky. Having said that, the view did remind of a very specific: Oregon’s Wildhorse
Lake, on a shoulder of Steens Mountain (notably almost 10K feet up). What I wasn’t prepared for, though, was how crazy shitty the trail
down was going to be. Although Erik suggested there would be 100 vertical feet or so of loose shale, my confidence and vertigo were
SOOOO shaken by this treacherously steep section that I never came back to normal, pussy-footing down another hour of sheer, loose
garbage… all the while looking DOWN over wildly open views that rattled my balance and sense of perspective. Even TINA passed
me. Erik, WAY behind, eventually caught up with me and I told him that THIS trail was the WORST in terms of my fear of heights and
wide-open spaces. He found that impossible to believe… as he guided me down this open grass section that was riddled with holes
and rocks. Less than 100 vertical feet away was lunch – already laid out and about to be scavenged by the lions.

Left to Right: (top) crazy shit trail down other side, MMMMM lunch, views descending; (bottom) more views descending, Aneto’s
disappearing waterfall emerges, Arties parador and nearby castle
After a satisfying lunch, the remainder of the descent was OK. Nevertheless, every glance back up at the vanishingly small pass left
me dizzy and impressed at the insane elevation we’d lost. Before entering the final forested mile, we briefly leveled out on this high
bench ravaged by crisscrossing ruts: wild boar. As I dropped my pants behind a thin bush, a band of wild horses vanished over a
nearby ridge. Dropping through the woods was cumbersome because there were lengthy sections of boot-sucking mud (presumably
owing to spring seeps). But we were soon at this gravel parking lot in the middle of a green meadow. And, thankfully, there was a bus.
I say “thankfully” because Javier hadn’t been allowed to drive here and there had been some talk of making us hike the road 2 more
miles down to whatever use boundary prevented Javier access. Fortunately, Erik had contracted whatever legal bus was allowed to
operate and, voila, there it was – blasting dance music like there was no tomorrow. Shockingly, I was almost the only one who knew
(or admitted knowing) most of the artists: e.g. Beyonce. Nevertheless, Tina, Joan, and even Leo car-danced as we wound our way
through the beautiful woods. After 5 minutes, we stopped at a side-parking lot that accessed a viewpoint known as Uelhs Deth Joue
(Catalunian for “Tears of the Jew”) – where a rocky waterfall represented the emergence of the aforementioned vanishing waterfall in
Aneto. After briefly looking at the falls (challenging given horrible lighting), we got back on the bus and continued. Outside, the roadside
picnic spots and car-camping sites looked like ANYWHERE in the Pacific Northwest… right down to the people, food, and gear.

Left to Right: Arties - corn drying under eaves, pretty houses, all the rest are church (Gielsa de Santa Maria)
Once we hit the BIG main highway, we passed through an ugly ski town called Vielha. Our destination for the night, however, was a
parador in a small medieval town called Arties – 10 minutes away. Although the parador featured cheap and user-friendly internet, was
astoundingly quiet, and looked nice from the outside, I wasn’t impressed by the rooms… which explains why I failed to take any photos.
Although the bed and bathroom were good, some of the floorboards and tiles were loose, scratched, or gone – and a small, ugly couch

had been strategically placed to hide some bad floor/wall damage in one of the corners. In contrast, Arties offered a lot of photogenic
buildings, gardens, churches, and stonework. Indeed, Arties sometimes rivaled places like Santillana del Mar and Potes. At around 7,
we headed out on foot for a short tour of the tiny town (home to about 400). The highpoint of the tour was visiting the church (Gielsa de
Santa Maria), with its various towers and amazing artwork. On the walk back, Erik insisted we patronize a tapas bar… despite the fact
that we, again, were less than an hour from dinner. I only enjoyed some fizzy water because most food items were fishy. Although the
patio was pleasant, a few smokers showed up - so a couple of us left early, enjoying a little more walking time before meeting back up
with everyone at the hotel. Thankfully, dinner was really good (i.e. worth the sacrifice of not stuffing my face with tapas): a local
chicken soup/stew followed by a surprisingly good braised lamb (I say “surprising” because it did not strike me as visually appealing).

Left to Right: near trailhead, various higher lakes
September 7, 2009 – Tour Day Fifteen, A Short Hike to the Spanish Enchantments… and Then a Night in a Castle
Today, we left somewhat early because we had a moderate hike (5 hours, 1000 up/down) and a long drive thereafter (3 hours).
Beginning with a 30-minute drive to an ugly groomed ski area, we parked in a GIANT ski lot. During the last part of the drive, these
granite peaks came into view and I said to Erik (sitting in the back, my domain on the bus): “that’s where we are going… they look
exactly like a place in Washington called the Enchantments.” Erik seemed surprised because the Spanish name of said range is also
Encantados. Indeed, he glared at me over his glasses: “And you are sure you have never been here before?” Our official hike was
located in the national park called D’Aiguestortes I Estany De Sant Maurici. Said park is divided into the west massif (a.k.a. Besiberri)
and the east massif (a.k.a. Encantados), and our route was between the 2 massifs, following the Rio de Ruda up this valley. Our
destination included passing all 3 lakes in the Lago de Gerver series (actually most akin to the 3 lakes along the Tetons’ Hanging
Canyon scramble); had we continued, we would have eventually hit the Refugio de Saboredo. Indeed, this park, while lacking a
central/high Perdido or Aneto, was – once you got over the ski crap – a promising place for genuine wilderness. In fact, Erik said it was
a popular area for Barcelonans who wanted to spend several days IN the mountains – with multi-day trips (and refugio access)
featuring challenging scrambling and trail-less route-finding. But anyway… we set out from the parking lot – the ramp-like trail climbing
through thin trees and shrubs. Instead of the Enchantment’s famous flaming larch, the Encantados have flaming ash trees, the orangered berries at their peak of color. Nevertheless, from the moment I set out on this hike, I felt like I was in the Pacific Northwest… and so
I began feeling homesick, although not in a sad way; it was just time to be home. The sun was low, the colors were intensely fall-like –
and you knew school was about to start, and it was time to return to normalcy. During the beginning of the hike, I was in the back –
mostly because I was trying, as usual, to find someplace to pee (very challenging given the highway situation)… and there were
huckleberries everywhere – which meant I had to forage (an act that seemed to concern the guides, given their looks I got as I
devoured handfuls of berries). Nevertheless, I can’t say I was energetic during the climb to the first lake, which represented the most
elevation gain (~700 feet). As we neared said lake, the terrain took on a Sierra-like feel: chunks of granite interspersing golden
meadows. The first lake, though, wasn’t that exciting; even so, I was surprised that we lost a couple of our team members (including
Tina) to a lack of interest in continuing. From here, higher up looked very promising – and so I hiked on, gaining energy with every
opening view. The second lake, reached in 20 minutes, was surrounded by granite talus… which I enjoyed walking on. Although I
should have taken more time to appreciate this area, the incurrent stream of this lake was already teasing me with the clearlyexpansive views and truly alpine country around the next lake. And so I slogged up the rocky valley to our final, third lake. Here, we
snacked for some time – Erik pointing in various directions, indicating all kinds of exciting-sounding routes and huts, most – like I said –
requiring talus-hopping route-finding. When it was time to head down, I tried hard to stay with the group but, for some reason, people
seemed weirdly slow and bottleneck-y on the rocks. Eventually, I gave up and jogged at my own pace down the unbelievably wellgraded trail. After a little confusion, I located Fernando and Javier’s picnic lunch set-up. The others were all down within 30 minutes, at
which time we enjoyed an excellent lunch – the chicken liver pate being the most memorable new food item.

Left to Right: Parador de Cardona (a 9th century castle) - views from around the castle, room, dining
And then it was 3 hours of driving to Cardona. For an hour, Erik talked about Spanish history post-1930 – i.e. the Civil War, Franco,
and post-Franco. Like I said before, I was so interested in this that I committed to reading as much as possible about it upon returning
home. Disturbingly, though, what most impressed me (in the negative sense of the word) was how ominous I felt the current US

situation is, as compared with Spanish politics during the years surrounding the Civil War; how evenly split the factions were, how
prone to violence (and armed) people seemed, how demanding religious conservatives were. After Erik finished, I don’t remember a
lot about this drive – except that I was reading, napping, or writing in my journal. Even though we were now out of the Pyrenees proper,
we were still driving fairly wild mountain roads, including a couple large-feeling passes. Just after one such crossing, Erik seemed
disappointed to find his target coffee-break café closed. And so we spent the next 30 minutes searching for a pit stop where everyone
could use the bathroom and, in my case, enjoy an orange Fanta. I have no idea which town provided said amenities… but it was not
pretty or inviting. The café featured photographs of fried food menu items, most some combination of cheese/meat sandwich, fried
eggs, and fried potatoes. Its owners also kept a cage of twittering birds atop the refrigerator. The bathroom was dilapidated. After 15
minutes, we hit the road for the final push: 45 more minutes, including the winding ascent of the fortress hill proper. Although we had
plenty of downtime before dinner, today felt later than usual – probably because of the fall colors, the low angle of the sun, the obvious
point in the trip. Despite the autumnal – almost hibernating mood – in the air, I enjoyed a bath and a nap during the 2 hours we had
before meeting in the bar for a Brian-requested sharing session about the trip. Tonight was probably the only time I had the sense that
Erik and Brian were on different wavelengths. I say that because Brian seemed to represent a “higher-up” MTS opinion that this trip
should become a regular thing (again - current MTS offerings include only single-week affairs focused either on the Picos or the
Pyrenees - not both strung together). It was a little hard to tell where Brian stood because he always maintained something of a sage,
mediating tone… and, honestly, I didn’t feel he had a deep vested interest in the matter given that this was not his usual guiding gig.
Erik, on the other hand, seemed to wear his feelings on his sleeves, which I always appreciated. As the man on the ground (i.e. the
one who would have to facilitate such trips), Erik seemed less enthusiastic about regular BIG trips. Yes, he heartily asserted, WE were
an amazing team and if every team was as experienced and committed as us – then he might feel differently. But getting such a team
was not a sure thing and Erik seemed concerned that spending 17 days with a lesser team would be challenging (indeed, at least
current trips ended after a week). And there were other issues: Did this trip simply fill because of Brian’s longstanding reputation?
Four of us said no – because we signed up not knowing Brian; rather, we all LIKED that it was a LONGER, more in-depth trip than the
usual Spain offerings. How should the trip be marketed – emphasizing hiking first, cultural things first, “luxury” parador touring first?
Although we all LOVED Erik’s focus on the culture and history – and didn’t mind the accommodations - there was NO denying this was
a hard-core hiking trip FIRST AND FOREMOST… and diminishing that in any way would spell disaster for future offerings. I’m not
sure any of these questions were ever truly resolved but I think Brian had many ideas to take home to the higher-up’s. After enjoying
the post-sunset afterglow, we all headed down to the GORGEOUS castle restaurant for a quiet dinner. Although the meal was fine, it
featured – in my case - ANOTHER giant steak.

Left to Right: (top) views from road up Montserrat, walk to monastery/church, views from funicular, views OF funicular; (bottom) views
from broad top, Sant Jeroni summit, contemplative trail down Montserrat
September 8-10, 2009 – Tour Day Sixteen and Beyond, Am I in Utah? Montserrat, Barcelona, and Going Home
Not surprisingly given yesterday’s familiar and autumnal hike, I was homesick and READY to go home when I woke up this morning…
despite being in a castle 2 hours from Barcelona. Fortunately, that feeling abated once we arrived at the big outing of the day:
Montserrat (serrated mountain). For some reason, I assumed – based on Rick Steves’ coverage of this site – Montserrat was, like, IN
the Pyrenees (or at least IN a giant mountain range). Well – it’s not. In fact, we could see Montserrat (a funky sandstone conglomerate
rising from the coastal plain) from our castle… albeit small but weirdly shaped in the distance. Indeed, Montserrat’s profile, from some
angles, resembled a giant anenome with asymmetric tendrils poking variously – seemingly against the laws of erosion. Even though we
were only an hour from Montserrat, most of the drive took us through low hills and valleys, along dammed waterways and development.
Although there were a few glimpses of Montserrat that would have been worth photographing, we didn’t have an opportunity to stop and
shoot the mountain until we were, like, RIGHT at its HIGHLY developed base. Driving the curvy road up Montserrat’s forested flanks,
you lost perspective on the overall profile of the mountain but began to realize that the top of the mountain was actually a series of
classic, stacked fins and bulges. In an email I sent home the next day, I described Montserrat as “Fiery Furnace on steroids - upthrust
4000 feet relative to the surrounding docile landscape” – and that comparison (based on a feature in Utah’s Arches National Park’s) is
still my best wording on the topic. Montserrat houses one of Spain’s most famous Benedictine monasteries and nunneries – although
these facilities are far apart. We did not visit the nunnery, and I remain unsure if the nunnery is open to the public - although you can
see the building as you are driving. Having said that, it was quiet when we arrived at the monastery/church – which was just after 10

a.m. Even though I think we missed Erik’s planned time by 10 minutes, we still made the funicular (notably called Sant Joan, which
amused and satisfied our Joan) under pleasant conditions. The funicular took us up a steep and brushy incline to the general “top” of
Montserrat… not the real summit (because there are many, and most are on top of fins or bulges of conglomerate sandstone). But we
were about 1000 feet above the monastery/church area… and everything was pleasantly wild-feeling and not too crowded. From the
funicular ramp, we hiked about an hour along the Sant Joan pilgrim path – and then continued to the highest point on Montserrat: Sant
Jeroni. Here, a man-made concrete deck was perched atop a huge sandstone mound. The view was good, although clouds blocked a
clear view of the Mediterranean. Erik attempted to scare my fear of heights by pointing out the large and rusty via ferrata cable snaking
down the “sheer” north side of the summit – vanishing down bulging features. At or near the top, someone learned that some ordained
boys choir would be performing in the main monastery/church at 1 p.m. – and so we lost half the party to a frenzy of trying to make the
show (I was not one of them – and I have no idea if any of them made it because it was sort of CRAZY the rest of the day). Meanwhile,
I TRULY enjoyed my quiet and contemplative walk down the pleasant and wooded valley leading back to the main monastery/church.
Indeed, I could almost identify with the pilgrims who came here for enlightenment purposes. Mostly, though, I was enjoying Spain
again… doing something uniquely Spanish in a place I hadn’t been expecting to enjoy so much… after feeling ready to be home
yesterday. Despite temperatures (in Barcelona) being over 90°F, this walk was often shaded and, being downhill, REALLY a great
way to end the trip. For about half the descent, I was – and felt - happily alone, far enough from others so I could take in the meditative
quality this place definitely has (at least beyond the crowds). But then there was a fork in the trail and many of us bottlenecked
because we weren’t sure which way to go. And so the final 20 minutes were crazy – not only because we felt confused but also
because there were a TON of people hiking UP from the monastery/church area. Once at the monastery/church, the crowds had grown
to INSANE levels. We had been told to meet under this large maroon banner in the main square at 1:30 – which meant I had JUST
enough time to take out some cash, buy some trinkets, and briefly enter the main church where the Black Virgin was housed. Of
course, I never SAW the actual Black Virgin because the line of people strung about the inner courtyard was BEYOND INSANE (later,
in Barcelona, we saw some kind of Black Virgin replica within an old church in the gothic quarter).

Left to Right: approaching craziness at monastery/church complex Montserrat, pilgrims near entrance, statue in church
And so I made my way back to the main square where everyone soon amassed. There, I presented Brian with his gift: a Black Virgin
snow globe (earlier in the trip, he confessed to collecting them). We then all paraded down to the lunchroom-style cafeteria where the
line was NUTS; nevertheless, we lined up and, after 20-30 minutes, had our trays of food. While I was generally pleased with this
lunch because the choices were good (I had pasta, a chocolate-glazed donut, so-so “fresh” yogurt with honey, and fruit juice), at least
one member of our party opted out of the dining experience because the crowds were too much for him. After eating everything but the
donut (which I saved for later), I had to splurge on some mango sorbet – which I ate in the shade along the relatively quiet promenade
connecting the parking area with the monastery/church. At 3, I moseyed to the bus area – where we all regrouped again before taking
the LONG drive around the mountain and down the other side. As with the ascent, I would have LOVED to take more pictures of the
ever-changing perspectives on the mountain but we were on an incredibly tight schedule: we still had a Barcelona city tour AND a
farewell dinner to make. Driving the equivalent of a new interstate freeway, we arrived in Barcelona around 4 – the entire place
reminding me of a cleaner and more colorful version of Buenos Aires. Our hotel was a modern skyscraper near the Ciutat Vella (Old
City) – and walking distance of Las Ramblas, the most famous boulevard in the city. Apparently, the name “ramblas” has nothing to do
with rambling (in the pedestrian sense); rather, it is an Arabic term that refers to an old dry riverbed that ran out from the original city
boundary. When we arrived at the hotel, we were given less than an hour to clean up before said tour. Given that I’d hired our same
city guide for my own tour tomorrow (albeit without a bus for transport), I wasn’t certain if I was going to participate in today’s activities.
But Fernando convinced me that having the bus would mean seeing a LOT more than we could accomplish tomorrow… and he was
right. Regrouping in the lobby just before 5, I chatted with our guide, Elisabet, who looked 4 months into her first pregnancy. If Erik
was a conservative Asturian, Elisabet was his opposite; even he described her that way during our afternoon drive to Barcelona. But
Elisabet only struck me as such after it was just her and I the next day – with me asking my usual questions. As for tonight’s group
tour, we began by driving a moderate distance to Park Guell, one of several Gaudi sites in the city.
As stated at the beginning of this report, I was fascinated by Gaudi long before this trip. Although some members our group didn’t know
what to make of Gaudi, I love his sense of design and style more than any other architect. Indeed, long before Gehry began playing
with organic curvature, Gaudi was bending everything, adding unbelievable color, and employing all kinds of nature images and
resources. Park Guell was begun in 1900 – influenced by urban planner and anti-industrialist Howard, who wanted to rethink cities in
terms of many small utopian communities. For many reasons, the project was suspended in 1914 – and, in 1922, the grounds were
acquired by the city and transformed into the public park it is today. Park Guell was CRAZY - buses dumping hundreds of Japanese
tourists into the upper parking lot, releasing them into the already crowded park walkways. After walking palm- and succulent-lined
walkways, we arrived at the main plaza – a concrete deck defined by curving walls inlaid with colorful broken tile mosaics (the recycling
efforts Gaudi frequently employed in his works). Here, live music and art were in progress – a vast view over Barcelona and its
sprawling harbor were stunning. Returning to the bus, we headed to Gaudi’s most famous site: Sagrada Familia – the neogothic
church Gaudi spent 43 years working on… up to his death. Spain resumed building in it 1954. The first Sagrada Familia section
completed (fully in 1936) was the “nativity façade” – which Gaudi oversaw until his death in 1926. Although it is the oldest face, it has a

more avant-garde feel than anything I’ve ever seen. When I was younger, I thought this face looked haunted, eerily weird. But to
stand underneath the nativity face and admire it – it feels more forest- or cave-like: the dripping quality reminiscent of foliage or
limestone. Anyway, we proceeded around the church to the “passion façade” (in reference to the crucifixion), which was started in
1954. Nearly everything about this face’s artwork looks very different than that of the nativity façade. In fact, all the sculptures were
done by a different artist named Subirachs – based on Gaudi’s general vision and drawings. Like many Spaniards (or so Elisabet told
me the next day), I remain on the fence about this face. By themselves, I think the cubist-inspired, minimalist sculptures are
interesting… but I find them SOOOO different than the work Gaudi himself oversaw on the nativity façade. And so I cannot help but
wonder what he would think of Subirach’s work. In any event, the Sagrada Familia is FABULOUS – and, because it does represent a
morphing collection of artists, I think Gaudi would probably be excited. Also, the style and tension of the passion face (right down to the
tendon-like buttresses) makes the point of what this face is about… and starkly contrasts with the more joyfully bursting nativity.

Left to Right: (top) Park Guell; (bottom) Sagrada Familia nativity façade, pinnacles topped with Venetian mosaic work, passion façade
From Sagrada Familia, we reboarded the bus and headed down to the Gothic Quarter – visiting the cathedral with the aforementioned
Montserrat Black Virgin replica. We then reboarded the bus for one final time and headed up to do a mostly drive-by tour of the
Olympic Stadium area, perched on a big hill (Montjuic) overlooking the waterfront Olympic facilities. We did briefly get out to admire the
sunset over the city – but then we had to boogie to the waterfront for our farewell dinner. Here, we left the bus for good - Javier and
Leo hitting the road for their 10-hour drive “home.” Walking out on a long pier with many touristy restaurants, we stopped at something
fish-themed. Indeed, Erik had pre-ordered heaps of deep-fried breaded calamari (which I did eat and they were tasty), salad, paella
(which turned out to be just the “pasta-equivalent course,” shocking a few people who thought that was the main dish), and several
giant platters of mixed seafood. Although I sampled some prawns, I had - you guessed it - steak for my main course. There was
some kind of ice cream-based dessert in there… but my mind was mush – particularly because it was 10:30 when Erik thankfully called
it a night (knowing some of us were not night owls and others had early flights to catch).

Left to Right: Gothic quarter –cathedral near Placa del Rei with Montserrat Black Virgin replica, waterfront (Gehry fish in center)
Unfortunately, things got chaotic when Erik called cabs for all of us. Most of us (NOT me and my group) avoided the Barcelona
garbage collectors, arriving at the hotel within 10 minutes. The rest of us (including Erik, Joan, Tina, and I) painfully followed the giant
trucks, stopping every hundred feet. Although our driver attempted to re-route, we came upon more trash collectors around every turn
and decided to walk the final 4 blocks. During this time, Joan and I were (seriously) nearly run over by a motorcyclist; although said
person was DEFINITELY exceeding the speed limit, we were also illegally crossing the street – not to mention hardly any lighting (i.e. it
was doubtful they saw us until we were 10 feet apart). In the end, my group arrived 20 minutes later – and everyone else had long
given up on waiting. Indeed, I suspect they figured the crazy women had taken Erik hostage and were hauling him out on some wild
bar-run… when, in fact, we were just stuck behind garbage. Before retiring, I did make some plans to meet Joan after my city tour
tomorrow – our mission being to find churros and hot chocolate. Feeling run-down and upset that I hadn’t enjoyed my bath of the day, I
downed some Nyquil and slept 11 hours straight – which was possible because I wasn’t meeting Elisabet until 11 the next morning.

After a satisfactory breakfast at the hotel, I met Elisabet in the lobby. Although a lot of our tour involved getting around using public
transportation, I enjoyed experiencing that part of Barcelona. Having said that, we took a CRAZY full bus back to Park Guell; for most
of the 30-minute ride, we were packed in among the masses. Once at the park, it was 10 times more insane than last night. But my
goal was to visit the upper parts of the park: the rocky terraces, the crazy wave-shaped walkway where Tyra held one of the ANTM
finale stomp-offs, the gardens. All the while, I asked Elisabet about Spanish politics – learning mostly about the Catalunian desire for
semi-self-rule, how it compares/contrasts with the Basques, how it is perceived by more conservative Spaniards who want to maintain
the country as is. My sense of Catalunians is that they would be satisfied if they had the same level of self-rule as the Basques but,
unlike groups like ETA, most Catalunians don’t seem to want full independence… and seem less willing to go to the ends that some
Basques are to express this desire. Lastly, I learned that Elisabet epitomizes a monumental reproductive movement in Spain; indeed,
pregnant women seem 100% revered in Spain. At one point, we stopped to use a public restroom in the park and the attendant (the
woman selling the toilet paper) ushered Elisabet to the front of the long line (she, in turn, grabbed me so I could follow – using some
special “reserved for pregnant women” stall). From Park Guell, we headed back to near the hotel, the bus virtually empty. My goal was
to do some walking on Las Ramblas - to see some of Gaudi’s other famous buildings: La Pedrera and Casa Batllo. Alas, we could not
– from the street - see the famous chimney tops, said to have inspired George Lucas’ storm-troopers and Darth Vader… but the
exterior decking ironwork was GORGEOUS. My other regret was that I didn’t go inside Battlo for a formal tour – which Joan told me
later was INCREDIBLE. But the lines were insane and I REALLY wanted to see more of Sagrada Familia at the time. After stopping for
a snack at an outdoor cafe, we went to Sagrada Familia via the clean and modern subway – which was so clean that mother would
have approved. My goals in revisiting Sagrada Familia included: going inside the church, seeing the various museums associated with
the church, and buying some trinkets. To enter the church, there is some kind of fee/ticket booth – and Elisabet used her guide pass to
get us in and avoid the line. Inside, the construction crew was on their lunch break – but it is definitely a work in progress… cordoned
off walkways where the public can walk the perimeter of the nativity side of the church. The interior columns, meant to look like trees,
were definitely Gaudi. Although the basic shapes are done in white marble, plans suggest a TON of colorful tile-work will ultimately be
added. While it was possible to pay to ascend the nativity towers, the line was INSANE… and so we visited 3 museums associated
with the church: the basement history museum, the passion entrance museum devoted to Gaudi’s life, and this art studio off to the
side. By the time we were finished, it was coming up on 3 – the end of the tour – and we headed back to the hotel.

Left to Right: (top) Park Guell – rocky terrace walkways in upper part of park… all stone from near Barcelona; (bottom)
La Pedrera and ironworks, mother-clean subway, inside the Sagrada Familia – ongoing construction
Within the hour, Joan and I were back on Las Ramblas in search of churros and hot chocolate. But alas, we were told (almost smugly)
by several cafés or bakery/coffee shops: that was a food of Madrid and the north. Walking 10 blocks, we settled for desserts at this
Mediterranean place – and spent a couple hours putting some perspective on the trip and hitting all the gossip points. By 7, I was back
in my hotel room – packing and hungry again. Although Joan, who was staying another day, asked me to dinner with her and Brian, I
was in my “winding down” phase – ordering room service (a lovely baked chicken) and watching the Madonna “Hard Candy” tour in
Buenos Aires. The next morning, I was up before dawn and heading to the airport via taxi – my driver a loud and macho man who spent
the 45-minute drive talking on his cell phone. The new airport was crazy – mostly because it was not clear whether I should be with
American or Iberian (my first flight, a puddle-jumper to Madrid, was Iberia… the correct answer). The transfer at Madrid was painless
and, for several hours, I wondered if I would be so lucky as to make it back to Portland on time (for a change). But, as usual, Dallas
fucked me over. Descending through obvious thunderheads into that often-annoying city, I found flights being delayed left and right.
Although things looked promising when they let us board, we sat on the tarmac 2 hours in a line of over 30 planes all queued up for
take-off. In the end, I was 90 minutes late (landing around 10 p.m.), with Ellen picking me up and keeping me in Portland for the night.
Closing Thoughts… No Country for Old Men?
Although I had a couple days to settle down, my MASSIVE fall term began almost immediately thereafter; and it was MASSIVE
because, after 3 years on hiatus from teaching our “freshmen pre-med weed-out” course (now up to 150 students!), I had agreed to
return… this time as the senior member of the team. Despite this hectic transition, I made Spain a part of my relaxing time most of this
term: editing pictures, writing, and reading 700+ pages of Spanish or Basque history. Watching American politics all the while, I
recalled something Erik paraphrased: at some point, every American must come to terms with Spain. As for this extended trip across

northern Spain, I don’t know whether MTS will run this trip again. But I feel lucky to have done it – and our group was outstanding in
terms of hiking, endurance, experience, and tolerance. For many reasons, though, I was more socially distant and superficial – except,
perhaps, with Tina and Joan. Most of it was that it was a challenging trip, made worse by catching a bad cold. But part of it was the
nature of the trip: the fact that we could easily retire unto ourselves and our rooms each evening, the fact that this trip wasn’t really
about team-based activities. And another part of it was the nature of the group: a heavy mix of couples, too single men, and the solo
women. Although I am very comfortable with “older” groups, I have found that trips where couples are the dominant social entity are
challenging. Finally, even though I did relish all the poshness of this trip, I am not someone who gets excited about group fine dining or
the bar scene – and so, to some extent, I did rebel (by being more distant and/or superficial) against some of those things because they
did assert some level of conformational pressure that I avoid in my daily existence. The other weird little pressure regarded something I
debated greatly about writing up – but then I got my copy of Outside magazine and there was this HILARIOUS article called, “Never,
Ever Let Her Go.” The author proposed the following thesis: “letting” your partner partake in solo adventure travel is risky because it
can lead to life-altering experiences, including the relationship ending. Sometimes, it’s because the partner comes to realize a different
kind of enlightenment… and sometimes they fall in love with other trip members and/or one of the guides. Of course, I have witnessed
such things (e.g. the Grand Canyon ending Jenn and Steve’s engagement). Although I empathize with things like lust for guides (most
of whom are attractive) or other trip members (some of whom are attractive), I NEVER take these things seriously in the context of a trip
– and so I find it amusing and irrational when other people do. Point #1 in terms of this trip: the most regular thread of gossip
regarded our two/too single men (pun intended). Within a week, it came out that each had, while on another MTS trip last year, decided
to leave their wives of 35-45 years. The younger one (60’s) was in the process of separating, but the older one (70’s) claimed he hadn’t
yet told his wife. Needless to say, the latter troubled a fair number of our women – particularly because he talked as though he had
already moved on. Point #2 (in terms of this trip): I fail to understand why old men like to hit on me on these trips – especially given
so many far more beautiful and interesting women (e.g. Joan). Although both our “HOF’s” (horny old farts, my acronym) were flirts, I
felt – after a few days – that I had to disengage HOF-60. Meanwhile, HOF-70 was – I swear - old John (my ex) – right down to the
whole “dumping his partner without consulting her” thing. Surprisingly, though, I enjoyed HOF-70 - he was a great hiker, amusing, and
there was no overt intent to any of his attention. Mind you, this is not the first trip where this has happened to me… but it offered the
weirdest elements Sharing chocolate-orange crepes on Las Ramblas, I shared all my other “hit-on’s” with Joan during our gossip
session – fully assuming that she, being single and much prettier and more fit than me, had an equal number of stories to tell… but, no,
she didn’t start doing these kinds of trips until she was older than me… and by then, she insisted, men ignored her. After I returned
home, I tried to get some answers from sage Roger (20 years older than me) and his opinion was (paraphrased): “older men think
younger women are more likely to have sex with them… plus you are a prize: smart, independent, a university professor… haven’t you
figured out that intelligence is the sexiest thing in the world?“ While I beg to differ with some of Roger’s points (i.e. how can intelligence
be the objective goal on a short-term trip?), I think Roger is a smart guy… and he knows a lot about men (including HOF’s) and women.
Speaking of Roger, co-leader Brian reminded me a great deal of Roger: socially gracious, verbally adept, highly intelligent, able to go
from fine dining to sweaty/filthy hiking on a dime, capable of balancing strong leadership with an appropriate level of mellow laissezfaire (which I am still trying to figure out how to do in my ongoing development as a leader). Of course, Roger looks like Henry Winkler
and Brian looks like Robert Wagner. Like I said early on in this report, Brian was the driving force behind developing this MTS specialty
trip, having originally intended to recruit only from his extensive pool of repeat trip veterans… of which I am not one. Brian, who began
working for Mountain Travel (before it merged with Sobek) in the 1980’s, is currently in his late-60’s and, for most of his career, has
primarily guided in the Himalayas. As a Brian-outsider, I sometimes wrestled with Brian’s role on this trip – because Erik clearly was
the one who knew Spain and was the machine being the hikes and historic/cultural activities. Indeed, sometimes I had the sense the
level of hiking and general pace on this trip tired Brian out a little (it did me… and I’m 25 years younger). But, as I said in my trip
evaluation, I truly believe we had the perfect combination of leaders: because Erik alone would have been a little too intense… and
Brian alone would have been a little too mellow – plus, Brian had never been to Spain. While I have experienced such seemingly
opposite guide/leader combinations before (usually in younger men), Brian and Erik were both admirably secure and old enough to
understand what each of them gave to the trip and, therefore, truly represented “co-leaders” – so just watching these two very different
but very experienced men work was amazing. Being who I am, though, I really loved Erik because he was totally type A organized,
quietly direct, opinionated, and insanely strong… although some of these traits might be big for newbie adventure travelers who, say,
think they are going to Spain for a cushy vacation with a little mountain walking. I would readily put Erik up there with my all-timefavorite-leader Brian S. (of the non-cushy Alsek River, also MTS) – for all the same reasons… although I think Brian S. is the liberal
opposite of Erik. Much as some of us enjoyed hiking behind Erik, I couldn’t get AS excited about him because, honestly, he often
reminded me of my high school pre-calculus teacher: Mr. Moore, a brilliant man and climber… but lust is not something that overlaps
with my teenage experience with math. Having said that, no one has EVER inspired me to willingly read 700+ pages of history during
my free time. I don’t know if I have truly come to terms with Spain but, compared with all other countries I’ve visited, I definitely had the
most intellectual response to and experience with it.

Left to Right: fearless Fernando, Leo, and Erik post-Pineta, me and Brian, the team above Givernie, the women across from Aneto

